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About the Cover:
This engraved print reproduction was labeled Figure 1 (excised from a panel of 14) and
produced by Henri Abraham Chatelain. It was retrieved from his 1719 reproductions of
watercolors painted by John White, former governor of the Roanoke Colony and the
grandfather of Virginia Dare, America’s firstborn English child. White’s paintings of 1588 were
soon stylized by the embellished 1590 copper-plate engravings of Theodore de Bry‘s, later
criticized for portraying New World individuals with Old World faces, muscular builds, and
small feet and hands. While the latter is perhaps partially attributable to limitations in
engraving productions of the day, the Carolinian Indian physiques were sometimes described
in favorable fashion. As to their European faces, this characteristic is tempered from surviving
stories of observations offered concerning Manteo’s and Wanchese’s appearances when
dressed in Elizabethan dress to appear at court for Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth I.
Reportedly, after having recently endured many uncomfortable weeks at sea, the travel-weary
visitors from the New World were unnoticed as foreigners until they opened their mouths to
speak. Is this supportive of the Algonquian Nation being possibly not of Western Pacific
origins as generally surmised, but of Eastern Atlantic origins instead, as some modern
archaeologists have recently espoused?
Chatelain (1684 – 1743), like de Bry beforehand, leveraged many embellishments upon
White’s splendid watercolors. Both artistic engravers added complexity to the originals,
notably additional flying fowl, more extensive fishing weir pounds, and extra spear-fishermen
working the bay. In this image, liberal artistic license was also taken with the landscapes
having been reconfigured for the altered horizons represented, with both engravings
exhibiting more forested, elevated land than the governor’s captured images. Remarkably, all
three early portrayals appear to represent a reasonable depiction of the broad shallows once
viewed from the western shore of the former terminus of King’s Point, later King’s Island,
before it completely eroded away. As reproduced here, the shore side’s foreground
portrayed in the prior works has been excluded from Chatelain’s contribution.
Additionally, the image’s landscaped horizon resembles the current island ridge topography
and is properly oriented with Old Indian Town’s location. The drawn skyline is also
interrupted by the mouth of Tom King’s Creek, accurately shown at the foot of the same
ridge and placed above the bow of the most distant dugout canoe. However, the ridges
featured to the right of the creek are overly accentuated in the two engravings when
compared to both White’s artwork and the true lay of the island. Agreeably, the small point
of land on the middle left coincides with the west end of another ridge located immediately
north of the Indian Patent – where the mystery live oak “Cora Tree” still stands.
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Abstract
On the 7th day of March in 1759, Arthur Dobbs, Captain-General, Governor, and Commander
in Chief of North Carolina issued a 200-acre land grant to “William Elks and the rest of the Hatteras
Indians” on Currituck’s South Sand Banks. From that date forward, what remained of the natives’
homeland surrounding their chief village on Cape Hatteras became the Indian Patent. This was
conclusively documented by various land grants and deeds extending forth into the 1840's offering
ownership of property that was a mixture of parallel, forested sandy ridges separated from each other
by glades of fresh-water marshes. As specified within its described boundaries was Old Indian
Town(e), found mentioned in adjoining grants issued between the years 1712 and 1716. Before the
European contact period, “Indian Town,” as it was known to the colonials, was the principal
aboriginal village on the barrier island of Croatoan and was the center of activity for its inhabitants.
Quite possibly, it was also the refuge destination for at least some of Sir Walter Ralegh’s missing
colonists, popularly referred to as the ‘Lost Colony.’ This area of southern Cape Hatteras is
positioned near the southeastern corner of Pamlico Sound in what is today northeastern Frisco, North
Carolina – historically known as a part of Trent. For centuries, speculation over the fate of England’s
first attempt at colonizing the New World was actively centered there, but the village’s actual
location eluded discovery until 2017 when the Hatteras Indians Patent’s original definitive metes
and bounds were corroborated by North Carolina’s recorded land grants on through the chains of
title.
Concurrent with the research of land-grant conveyances, chains of title were reconstructed backward
in time for ten selected properties until they connected with several of the investigated land grants
from the first exercise. The successful mergers of the two efforts typically occurred between the
years 1841 and 1888. Discovered, were more than thirty grants and deeds mentioning the Hatteras
Indians, members of the Elks family, the Indian Patent, Indian Town(e), or Indian lands, all which
were found in the public registries. These grants were generally associated with plantations, and
their owners were important members of a stratified society who were called planters. Since all of the
Indian Patent’s adjacent properties evolved from different patents recorded as adjoining, they can be
used to verify and demarcate the original grant’s perimeter boundaries. Today, several of these
boundary line sections remain extant. Lost to erosion are one leg and short portions of two others,
while the remaining legs have disappeared by way of Indian Patent lands later merging with others.
More modern land divisions created during the subsequent development of the plantations further
obfuscated the Patent’s actual location. Fortunately, specific written geographic references, existing
topographic restraints, and simple deductive reasoning successfully narrow Indian Town’s location
within a distinct and focused zone of small proportions encompassed by the identified patent
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Objective
Momentarily disengaging from any working hypothesis linking the Indian Patent’s
connection to Sir Walter Ralegh’s [sic]* missing colonists, the buried site undoubtedly offers a
definitive and exceptional opportunity to advance what little is known about the culture of the
Hatteras Indians – before, during, and after the European Contact Era. Undoubtedly, from this
newfound site, much can be discovered about the fate of the indigenous people. Hopefully, this effort
will aid simultaneous interpretations for the disappearances of two intertwined cultures whilst
supplementing information gained from earlier attempts to locate Indian Town and help reveal what
became of the first colonists. In principle, however, it is incumbent to the discipline of archaeology
that this site is explored primarily for its Native American heritage origins. Most important, this site
should be investigated by an archaeologist of stature, agreed upon by consensus peer review, who is
both well versed and experienced with Native American sites. It is paramount that the suggested
investigation does not focus, instead, on being the latest scattershot attempt to prove Croatoan’s
connection to the missing ‘Lost Colony’ of the late 1500's. On this particular site, any occupation of
Croatoan by Europeans was but a brief interlude in a long passage of time for Hatteras Island’s
original natives.

* Raleigh is a modern interpretation of an individual whose name is spelled several different ways,
however, it was not one he was recognized to have used.
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Foreword
Through modern history, the intrigue surrounding the Hatteras Indians has always been
overshadowed by that which befell the earliest attempt at English colonization, and it continues
today. Native American sites relevant to Croatoan’s early heritage have been routinely exploited in
fervent hopes of solving one of America’s oldest mysteries at the expense of a prior civilization.
While enthusiasm for the continuing search is mutual from my perspective, these findings are
offered for peer review and to interested individuals primarily to facilitate the advancement of the
first natives’ perspective and their legacy. With the discovery of Indian Town’s location, many
possibilities were generated by the existence of a village later concealed by drifted sands borne of
myopic land management practices. From this site myriad possibilities emerge for interpreting the
pre-contact period, as well as those of the following era when Ralegh’s expeditions arrived. It most
assuredly portends evidence lending to a better understanding of the Hatteras Indians’ end times,
while giving the greatest glimmer of hope yet to the dominant ambitions of the Lost Colony’s quest
for the last eighty years.
This investigation relied solely on primary source references and admittedly offered little
background material. The latter items were left to the voluminous, ever-expanding library already
produced by others whose writings could easily be recognized as superior to anything I could
conceivably contribute. My mission here was purely exploration and discovery, leaving the historical
findings for academia and others to discuss, interpret, and debate. Not to be seen shying away from a
dauntingly hard task, but here it appeared the most constructive way to advance the interests of this
effort was to avoid confusion by clearly stating what it was not. Therefore, no pretenses were made
regarding history, archaeology, geology, or literary achievement. But, from the following pages, one
will be rewarded in ways beyond its stated purpose. By its very nature, the project was mostly a real
estate investigation into early settlement. While this manuscript is neither a work of fiction nor
boasts of academic credentials, it is loosely structured as a narrative of discovery while operating as
a vehicle for maneuvering a complex course of recorded events. It also performs as a ‘tour guide’ for
those with a less than scholarly interest.
Hopefully, intrigued curiosities will overcome the lack of normally expected annotations, footnotes,
or a bibliography. Nonetheless, all of the dated document’s locations needed for verification were
provided for vetting. But this investigator chose not to follow the usual procedure for want of losing
the interest of general readers and history enthusiasts. Just as the past surviving Hatteras Indians
were forced to adapt to changing circumstances, academics can adapt as well to accommodate those
whose eyes would glaze over from navigating under the anesthesia of too much peripheral
information. Possibly, a sufficient compromise for serving these divergent audiences was achieved
by the narrative crafted in the pages beyond.
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Prologue
Still surviving among the island’s population are memories predating Oregon Inlet’s Bonner
Bridge, which harken back to a simpler time. It was the last of an era when the best dwelling
locations were on higher ground far away from the ocean – but not close to Pamlico Sound, either.
Notwithstanding, Croatoan was an island, and one thing always remained constant throughout the
occupations of all similar island cultures. This was the accessibility of navigable passages to near
shore island areas where access could be attained and whatever nearby available resources could be
readily acquired. This is an easily understood concept required for island survival, but one not
always appreciated by all researchers. Still, it is a coincidence neither that most of the world’s
population is coastal, nor that the planet’s biggest cities are deepwater ports.
For Hatteras Island, replacing an early history fabricated from conjecture and supposition
concerning early island settlement, with fact, was paramount for clearing the mist, fog, and saltspray from the Sandy Banks’ shrouded past. As an aid for remedy, an exhaustive examination of all
known existing Colonial and State land grant records was launched in January of 2017. Many
pertinent land grants were subsequently followed through time by the resultant deed titles generated
from them. Also researched, were other primary source materials including island references such as
wills, census records, estate papers, various colonial records, Dare County Tax maps, and local
cemeteries. These, in turn, were complimented by several family Bible records and other various
historical recounts offered by several authors, which secondary sources were consulted only for
comparing and contrasting published findings and for their bibliographies. With that table of
reference materials set, temporarily leave prior conclusions aside long enough to consider what was
learned by investigating newly found empirical fact. The village of Old Indian Town on Croatoan is
now known to be miles away from Cape Creek.
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Introduction
First emerging from this ambitious, ongoing project were lifestyles very different from what had been
previously offered by contemporary scholars. Because of this discrepancy and in light of the new findings,
perhaps the present state is a fortuitous time to revisit Hatteras Island’s past, reexamine what was discussed
beforehand, and then merge it with new findings to produce a sharper image. Without bothering to recite the
multitude of published descriptions of early island culture, suffice it to say they were not the least bit
flattering. The island was typically portrayed as isolated, a rarely visited backwater of minor import, socially
deprived, and inhabited by resourceful, but malnourished, barely surviving families suffering varying degrees
of ‘pedigree collapse’. Presumably, these encumbrances resulted from surrounding treacherous shoals,
shifting sea bottom patterns and vast expanses of adjacent, unnavigable waters functioning in concert to keep
visitors away. A perceived paucity of natural resources did little to soften this anemic and antiquated view.
While admittedly, some of the above was occasionally true to some extent, they were only factually correct
during interspersed periods of the island’s past. However, in their totality, they were deficient, inadequate,
and woefully incorrect interpretations shared from less than enthusiastic efforts which often led to the
parroting of others who were painting with large brushes. In contrast, these pages will touch upon a world
much different; one of paradise soon lost after the European conquest began and nearly gone today. It will
also pose many more questions needing to be answered. Native Americans were not ignorant savages of the
land and superior minded invaders often blindly overlooked what deserved mindful attention. Most assuredly,
Ralegh’s colonists were also not immune to these ingrained precepts, especially after evacuating Roanoke
Island. However, their continued survival in a harsh world required both assistance and the wherewithal to
counter many threats. Heading their list of dire necessities was the need for acquiring suitable, defendable
shelter. Next, in order of priority was procuring a sufficient fresh water supply. Third in importance, was
obtaining sufficient quantities of varied food types, fourth were means of passage, and last was a capacity to
treat medical issues (e.g.. illness, injury, childbirth). Despite their Spartan ways, the Hatteras tribe mastered
all of the above, while harmoniously living as close as symbiotically possible within their environment, as
successful aboriginal cultures have accomplished elsewhere in the past.
In contrast, the European acts of altering the land must have been bizarre to the indigenous population, at
least initially. Lacking a concept of land ownership, presumably, the natives originally envisioned all of
Croatoan as theirs, to be defended as necessary for their needs and customs. As a result, their artifacts were
widely dispersed and can be found most anywhere about the island, but almost, needless to say; this does not
necessarily indicate a village site previously existed somewhere nearby. As is today, for the Hatteras Indians
too, it was location, location, location. Exercising first possession as they enjoyed, surely they too, sought the
prime location for their village. In the 1990's I was fortunate to assist archaeologist David Phelps, Ph.D. and
join the first Croatan Project team. Though not an original member, I was warmly welcomed to the team and
eagerly participated in Phelps’ continuing efforts to explore the Hatteras Indian culture and possibly
determine the colonists’ fate. From this process of volunteering, I also hired Phelps for several other unrelated
archaeological investigations. For context and some minor background, in 1998 I was directed by Phelps to
excavate a two square meter transect at the Cape Creek site, through what was a homogenous, windblown
sand drift later stabilized by scrubby live oaks. Upon reaching an underlying scallop-shell midden, the
archaeological team proceeded to excavate. Deeper down within the underlying midden the team ultimately
retrieved several prized artifacts, including a 1583 English musket gunlock assembly and a much-discussed
signet ring.
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From my active participation in many of David Phelps’ island projects, he and I became good friends,
although we had very different opinions concerning the interpretation of the Buxton site. Chief among them
was a working hypothesis that Rocky Rollinson Road traversed the long-sought Indian Town. For several
shared reasons I respectfully declined to second this assessment.
On Cape Hatteras, the island’s shifting sands must always be considered. Just as most ecosystems change
morphologically throughout their existence, this barrier island, too, is naturally being transformed. All
interested parties might be pleased to learn whatever informed concept of the past ecological states of the
island’s environment they envisioned, most all were correct, but each for only a specific duration of time
before enough change occurred to describe it again differently. Various interpretations are mostly valid, but
only when properly applied to a certain era on the frayed timeline of island history. As for any ensuing
episodes after the diaspora of Ralegh’s colony, precisely when the next European visitors returned to Cape
Hatteras after the disappearance of the first colonists is a matter of conjecture subject for debate. After the
discovery of the two cryptic carvings on Roanoke Island referencing Croatoan, explorer, surveyor, naturalist,
writer, cartographer, and part-time agent for encouraging settlement, John Lawson likely deserves credit for
first mentioning Croatoan as a final destination for perhaps some of the missing colonists, surmised during his
visit to Indian Town. However, due to archaeological research conducted by Phelps and continued by others,
it became recognized that the period after the loss of the colony was punctuated by European visitation, and
possible settlement, before John Lawson’s 1701 foray to the Sandy Banks. This was obviously due to the
inclusion of my hometown’s ancestral name on Lawson’s map produced in 1709.

Figure 1. - Here, Chickinnacomoc referenced Wimble Shoals. This map is also strong evidence John Lawson
never went to Croatoan’s eastern village, as advanced by others. If Lawson had visited there, any of the
narrow areas of Pasture Island, Cape Creek, Big Island, or End of the High Hill Creek would have been
represented along with a remnant feature for Chacandepeco Inlet, instead of the wide, inaccurate width
portrayed for that region as shown. “Ind. Towne” is properly located here.
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Also in need of assimilating, in several earlier efforts there was a tendency to engage extraneous
scraps of data seen through the prism of whatever strategic viewpoint an investigator had employed to
advance a particular hypothesis presented for discussion. The speculation surrounding Tom King’s Creek,
along with information advanced from land grants that were entered, but never issued, had clouded the waters
further. Consequently, these developments left a few ‘vessels of exploration’ stranded in midstream. On
occasion, some entries were discussed as issued patents when they had not been granted. Predictably, the
result was confusion created by the acceptance of documents which were never part of the early settlement
story. Put another way, just because a potential grantee requested a land grant did not mean it was actually
part of the settler’s world. Only a thoroughly exhaustive study, complete with larger haystacks, additional
pitfalls, rabbit holes, and dry wells (best not navigated by those easily discouraged) could free these issues
from obscurity. No doubt, a high percentage of the extensive archival holdings will ultimately prove to be of
minimal value and many will never see the light of day, but deserve proper preservation nonetheless.
As for the land grants, their vetting cannot be considered complete until their warrant descriptions have been
checked for computational errors concerning grant size. Two hundred acres of land parceled by grant was not
always reflective of that which had been awarded and was on the ground, as was the case for the Indian Patent
on Croatoan. Verification also required any accompanying surveys to be examined, many of which still exist
within the public registries. However, a warrant or a survey’s absence did not always mean it was the end of
the road for a particular avenue of discovery. Sometimes a missing survey’s metes and bounds could be
interpreted due to its adjacency to properties whereby the information resurfaced again, albeit not in its most
desired form, but to the specificity with which one could map it out with historical maps of the proper time
frame. Subsequent subdivisions of land also presented additional opportunities to recover what had been
assumed lost. But another caveat existed along with them; with every transaction came a chance for human
error to enter into the process and distort the picture at hand. Errors of transcription were commonplace and
compass bearings were obvious obstacles for those not well versed in their usage, application, variance, and
their meaning. Also confusing was some errant compass bearings were noticed to meander through the
documents and ‘evolve’, only to return to their original recordings afterward. In their defense, deeds were
written with the best information available to the parties at hand and were handwritten by court recorders
located beyond the horizon who were making their best effort to record what was presented, while diligently
doing their best interpretation on what they assumed was being heard.
To further illustrate the last point, the presence of a panoply of pronunciations for what was eventually agreed
upon to be Chicamacomico* occasionally marred an otherwise admirably appearing document. In those
instances, a first deficient spelling was scrawled over and replaced with another noble attempt to complete
the transcriber’s task. Understandably, deeds were not always replicated with accurate consistency for want of
a ‘hard copy’ and it was helpful to be cognizant of this. It was also important to look for subtle differences in
the multiple expressed conveyances for an identified parcel being recorded through time, as occasionally they
can expose changes on the ground that were concurrent to changes of ownership. Here, the quandary over the
location of Tom King’s Creek serves as an example.

* More than thirty different spellings of Chicamacomico have appeared in the historical record.
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Historical Background
On the north end of Cape Hatteras there is a stretch of the island extending from Pea Island south to
Cedar Hammock, a roughly ten-mile expanse historically called “Chicamacomico.” This vowel-laden name
can be variously translated as “land that sinks beneath your feet,” “sinking down sand,” or “land of shifting
sands.” All invoke a warning to refrain from standing in one spot too long. As evidenced by its position on
Lawson’s map, the feature most probably represented the remnants of Kendrick’s Mount on North Carolina’s
fourth, and northernmost point, now reduced to only Wimble Shoals (1738). Most likely, the prominence of
the northern fourth Cape was exaggerated to some degree by a large magnetic disturbance, later charted,
which aggravated compass readings. But, its former presence on the Outer Banks shore that has historically
experienced Carolina’s highest rate of erosion was indisputable. As such, is it not possible Chicamacomico’s
translation might more accurately convey the concept of land disappearing to erosion? Today, the modern
spelling endures for its voting precinct, on the community’s fire and rescue station, and upon its elevated
water tank. Obviously a Native American name in origin, it received scant attention from researchers on a
map cluttered with an abundance of other Indian-derived names. However, this one was significant because it
removed unsettled doubt concerning Lawson being the first European to return to where the legend of the
‘Lost Colony’ was redirected. As indicated by his own map he could not have been, since Chicamacomico was
a regional name previously imported from the Eastern Shore of Maryland.
West of the Wicomico River flowing through Salisbury, Maryland in Wicomico County, is a smaller body of
water that slowly meanders southwardly through neighboring Dorchester County and empties into Fishing
Bay. US Highway 50 passes directly over it just below its headwaters, the Big Mill Pond. It is the
Chicamacomico River. Farther to its southwest lies the town of Hoopersville, on Hooper Island, where a
lighthouse with an identical name was erected. To its southeast is Bloodsworth Island, which is separated
from the mainland by Hooper Strait. By comparison, more than 200 miles southwards in Dare County, a
collection of local stories was penned by Elvin Hooper, formerly of Salvo and his book was titled
Chicamacomico. Not surprisingly, in the 1960's nearly everyone related to someone from the northern
beaches of Hatteras Island had at least one Hooper member somewhere in their family tree, which would
include my great-grandfather, Rowan Hooper Midgett. The connection was obvious. The Hooper families of
Maryland’s Eastern Shore, and possibly the nearby Meekins family too, were responsible for reapplying the
name, a common practice, when they migrated south to Hatteras Island.

Figure 2. - Westbound on US Hwy. 50
between Cambridge and Salisbury, Md.
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On Hatteras Island, the colonial surnames’ presences were engraved in the geographical
nomenclature for local places identified in grants, within deeds, and on charts and maps. One of the
transcendent characteristics of the region that often receives attention is the prolific number of place names,
indicative of its lengthy history since conceivably, the process of name acquisition would require a modicum
of time (except for the instant few where events had occurred). Understandably, a resultant story existed for
every place name designated, even if it was only an assigned identity like those for the current island villages
of Avon, Buxton, Frisco, Rodanthe, Salvo, and Waves.
While some place names were only generically descriptive in nature, such as Round Pond, Bald Beach, and
Great Swamp, the majority were derived from surname ownership and it was from the latter that additional
information was gained. Similar to those mentioned above, many obviously owed their names for what could
be physically found there, such as Mill Creek, Windmill Point, “ye old wheat patch,” Oyster Point, and the
King’s Pole. Still others on Hatteras Island have recognizably named places consistent with long-standing
families which remain familiar to people who spent time on the island, usually as combinations of the two
traits, such as Midgett Island, Peter’s Ditch and Wahab’s Causeway. More familiar were surnames whose
ranks were no longer represented within the small communities, although their descendant DNA was likely
expressed in the island’s gene pool in the modern era (e.g., Duncan Point, Spencer’s Creek, and Askin’s
Creek).
Most intriguing to this writer were the places named for surnames that predated all of the surviving families still
found on the island since the colonial period. Astoundingly, in the course of my early island surname research, it
was realized by the year 1635 (less than three decades after the first settlement of Jamestown), almost all of the
roughly hundred island surnames were already represented in the Chesapeake Bay region, except for a
smattering who immigrated through other ports. Therefore, it is quite conceivable that some of the families
arrived on Hatteras Island decades sooner than realized. But, the oldest surnames designating places associated
with the island were the hardest to discern. These were held by the people with no obvious connection to the
island, who had temporarily disappeared to history. Though their DNA may also still be expressed within the
local families (like that of the Hatteras Indians), their numbers have vanished as well. While Kendrick’s Mounts
once stood in Chicamacomico – the relatively unknown Tom Fisher Creek still flows there. Before Oregon Inlet
was formed, the area was Scott’s Muck and Scott’s Marsh. Scotts Reef (possessive apostrophes were removed
from place names by the US Board of Geographic Names in the 1890's) is due west of Chicamacomico today.
Greens Point at Rodanthe Harbor and the Green Islands of Hatteras and Ocracoke were likely visited by Roger
Green, or his brethren, before 1660.
Important to development in the mid-1650's was Nathaniel Batts’ discovery of a southward entrance into
Pamlico Sound, New Inlet at Pea Island, which was the northernmost extent of Chicamacomico. Of particular
interest, the aforementioned Greens Point is the first prominent Sound side point encountered south of New
Inlet. Farther south from New Inlet, Batts Beach on Hatteras Island was a result of his early excursions about
Pamlico Sound, which would parallel his travels and his trading practices documented with the surrounding
native tribes. Consistent with place name acquisition, his name survives on over a half-dozen places scattered
throughout the Albemarle and Pamlico basins. Therefore, it was highly likely he also encountered the Hatteras
and Roanoke villages during his travels for more trading partners amongst coastal Carolina’s Indians. One of
the island’s oldest found grants, William Reed’s 1716 Patent, already mentioned a “Lumberd’s Marsh” near
Cape Creek. Perhaps it was named for a slow-moving stream, or another unidentified surname (Thomas
Lamberd?), or had the creek side already been clear-cut, or lumbered? Nearby, the namesakes of both Jollie’s
Creek and Ward’s Creek have remained unaffiliated and unidentified, too.
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So, from only names on nautical charts and topographical maps, much can be determined while also
charting courses for future discoveries. But nascent investigators need to be aware of another small pitfall
with the name game; names do change. Jenkins Hammock, at the lower end of Chicamacomico, has been
called Cedar Hammock since before the Civil War. In Hatteras, Jackson Point became Duncans Point after
Francis Jackson sold it and the adjacent acreage to Thomas Dunkin. Similarly, the ‘Sand Drain’ responsible
for Chicamacomico’s moniker became Paine’s Drain after Thomas Paine’s grant was awarded in the 1730's,
which defined his plantation’s southern boundary. Afterward, when the memory of his enterprise ceased to
exist, it was simply labeled The Drain, only to be transformed yet again into its present title today, North
Drain. This was christened after a major hurricane created another drain to its south, which brought the total
of different given names for the unique feature to four. Likewise, the citizens of Rodanthe have called it's
public harbor ‘The Creek’ for at least one hundred years, while it was strangely mapped as Black Mar Gut.
Early deeds revealed its original name, Back Mire Gut. No doubt, the transcriber of that one was phonetically
challenged to interpret the native brogue he thought he heard.
Still, another caution concerning place names on topographic maps should be contemplated. The minor,
lesser-known identified areas have been shown to be placed inappropriately on map positions. The
misidentified Fort Clark ruins on Hatteras Point were earthworks for the much more expansive duck ponds
created by Gooseville Gun Club in the 1930's. The exceedingly smaller Fort Clark remains (confirmed by its
surviving blueprints) are to be found eastward where the author rediscovered it in 1996. Similarly, Barne’s
Mill in Avon was never owned by the Barnes family and Uncle Jimmy’s Landing, shown in Rodanthe, was
firmly in the town of Waves a couple of miles to the south. Today, it is called Waves Landing, while
Chicamacomico’s middle town’s modern name was also of recent origin, too. It was given a post office
assigned identity in the 20th century and was formerly South Rodanthe. Additionally, whenever humans were
involved, errors will be encountered. It was unavoidable, but there were other underlying explanations
involved as well. Historically speaking, a source of small amusement for some islanders was having fun at the
expense of visitors, but most especially for those perceived as some type of government official (i.e., strangers
asking too many questions). Another equally strong possibility was the transcriber was led astray by someone
not wishing to divulge a true location, say for instance Percy’s Net Hang, a practice that continues to prosper,
for example, within the commercial fishing industry, today.
Understandably, one cannot be faulted for failing to divulge something perceived as ‘intellectual property’ or
privileged information. Imagine having a nice secluded place you did not desire to share and wished to keep
unspoiled. A common tactic of island subterfuge used to conceal such an area was to discuss it under a
different name. For a time during the 1970's, my fellow surfers of Chicamacomico had such a location at New
Inlet. This beach was across the highway from St. Clair’s (my other maternal great-grandfather) hunting and
fishing camp. We named our secret, northern shore location ‘Beer Cans’ attributable to a mindless litterbug’s
paper bag of Budweiser cans disrespectfully left alongside of Route 12. From this innocuous event, I was
granted the pleasure of witnessing the awesome spectacle of Asa ‘Buddy’ Gray III attack and fearlessly carve
the faces of the powerful waves we knew to break there, and also the surfing comradery experienced amongst
my best friends. The litter left with our group at the end of that memorable day at the beach – a small effort to
conceal our secret spot. Alas, it was all to no avail. Fast forwarding, only a few years later, an initiate friend to
our surfing circle committed the unpardonable crime of sharing our local treasure with an off-island surfer on
a beautiful day with overhead waves. Shortly thereafter, a prominent surfing magazine was only too happy to
reveal “Beer Cans” to the world, pictured with its quirky pseudonym – for all to explore and enjoy. Pea Island
National Wildlife Refuge was forever changed.
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Tom King’s Creek
One of the major focal points for this investigation was centered on a former feature of an often
misidentified waterway coursing through Frisco’s Indian Patent, Tom King’s Creek, first mentioned in both
Patrick Callihan’s and John O’Neal’s grants of 1716. The origin of the creek’s name remains arguable and
several recent attempts were made to force subjective interpretations upon it. Further complicating the
situation was the confusion of two very different creeks, similarly named, but entirely separated by a forested
ridge. This dividing ridge caused the northern creek and its associated salt marshes to be more saline than its
fresh-water ‘cousin’ emerging from the maritime forest to the south. Interestingly, though they did not share
the same headwaters, when viewed from above the two creeks appeared to be former constituents of an
ancient, large ‘delta’ type complex. Earlier in Croatoan’s geologic past, this pocosin topography divided
Frisco with its westward draining fresh marshes discharging into Pamlico Sound. There, several extinct
waterways and their respective drains can be found eastward of today’s incarnation of Tom King’s Creek.
While many of Croatoan’s small creeks merged into common bodies of water, called ‘drains’ or ‘guts’, before
finally connecting with the Sound, the prominently used creek familiar to the first documented settlers and to
the remaining Hatteras Indians streamed almost due west before bending to the north and entering one of
America’s largest estuarine bodies of water.
Quizzically, in the past, both waterways had been labeled Tom King’s Creek within recorded deeds. However,
never were the two conflicted creeks’ identities found mentioned concurrently in the same document.
Presumably, this resulted from the originally named one’s outlet (its ‘mouth’) becoming closed off and
obstructed from a major storm’s backwash of flotsam debris and sediment left behind. Storm surges infuse
enormous kinetic energies within water columns in motion and, likewise, so do their resultant flows of
backwash, vividly expressed within an aerial photograph taken shortly after the destructive Ash Wednesday
Storm of 1962 (Figure 3). Clearly visible was a freshly cut inlet separating Buxton from Avon with multiple
channels leading the Atlantic Ocean into the Sound. More subtly seen were the reversing backwash channels
cut by flows of retreating surges emptying back into the Atlantic. There, on the flood side shoals’ eastern
flanks, the new channels dead-ended.
Such a feature miraculously snared the schooner/hulk Fred Walton during the colossal San Ciriaco Storm of
1899. Ripped from its moorings, awash with a broken hull and bound for Ocracoke Inlet facing imminent and
total destruction, what remained of the vessel became firmly grounded, broadside in a backwash groove cut
seaward into Hog Shoal. No doubt, that lucky happenstance saved the lives of the only two people on board,
the Captain and his wife. Later, after the salvage crews burned the wreck to the waterline, the deep scar in the
shifting shoal healed over, completely burying the 135-foot, three-masted schooner’s remains. After its
dimensions and fasteners were determined and some of its dated artifacts were recovered by SIDCO, I easily
identified the wreck, a way station on duty anchored near Ocracoke for the Norfolk & Southern Railroad’s
steamship line.
Figure 4 was taken from US Geodetic Survey Map T-1246, initiated in 1860 and finally published in 1872.
The feature labeled as “Pond” on the right was a segment of the original Tom King’s Creek and its westward
flow communicated with the Cape Creek marshes south of the closed Chacandepeco Inlet. West of this pond
the creek narrowed significantly while gently continuing between two sandy ridges, only to emerge into what
is called “Indiantown Pond,” today. From there it forced its way through the former salt marsh found mapped
west of the base of a shoreside ridge before it entered the Sound. This was the mouth of Tom King’s Creek
(Point Gamma for the purposes of this investigation) until the late nineteenth century.
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Figure 3. - Chacandepeco Inlet reborn, 1962. This aerial photograph was taken shortly after the devastating
Ash Wednesday Storm and is a textbook example of an inlet forming event. Displaying deep channels gouged
from storm surges, of particular interest here were the channels formed from the reversed flow of water
escaping back out the freshly cut inlet, but with reduced pressure. Note how all of the Sound side channels in
the image, except for some of the ones to the north, became largely blocked at their eastern ends. Among the
historic nor’easter’s results were nearly impassable channels, largely obstructed by the overburden deposited
by the backwash during the retreating storm surge, as was Tom King’s Creek beforehand.
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Figure 4. - Geodetic map T - 1246, published 1872. The feature labeled “Pond” on the extreme right was
actually a section of Tom King’s Creek and communicated with Cape Creek to the east. By 1872, King’s Point
had been cleaved away by erosion and had become an island, while the northern branch of the miles long
Crooked Ridge was drawn terminating at the shore side, immediately east of Tom King’s Creek.
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It is important to recognize the placement of the creek’s mouth was not used to locate the Indian
Patent. Instead, when the patent was geo-rectified with the 2017 Dare County Tax map and overlaid upon it,
the former mouth of the originally plotted Tom King’s Creek was found where the 1872 survey had mapped it
to be. To explain another way, several prior investigatory strategies were conceived upon locating the creek’s
mouth in anticipation of being led to the hidden patent. But it was the converse route which proved to be the
successful course. Logically, once the patent’s parameters were accurately defined (geo-rectified), evidence
of the creek’s mouth would be found in situ to confirm the analysis. At some point after 1872 the creek’s
mouth was silenced, the creek became rerouted and expressed itself much further westward. Currently, it
discharges from where a 1955 surveyor had earlier mistaken for being Wallace’s Ditch, still yet another
feature eastward on the far side of Brooks Point. Very likely, this was for Valentine and William Wallis’
plantation (prior to 1737). From this version of “3 Card Monte” involving creek names, it became clearer how
Old Indian Town’s bona fide location had successfully eluded modern investigators.
As a cause for concern, despite ignoring the Hatteras Indians were matrilineal, and therefore a matriarchalruled society, some effort was, nonetheless, expended posting speculative online information (without
provenance) for the express purposes of conveniently associating Tom King Creek with the Indian Elks
surname. Notwithstanding, Elk(e)s was a European surname in America prior to 1661, and King too, since
before 1635. Agreeably, the King family remains represented on Hatteras Island, still today. A fellow
classmate of mine was Johnny King, Jr., a now-retired ferry boat captain from Kinnakeet. In contrast, the first
Elks encountered in this investigation was Thom Elks, identified as a plaintiff against Thomas Robb, Jr. From
a letter written by Job Carr to Governor Arthur Dobbs and dated August 10, 1756, we learned Robb was a
grandson of Henry Davis (a victim of Manslaughter at the hands of Patrick Callihan in 1722). To recount,
both Davis and Callahan were among the first to receive land grants near Indian Town, while decades later
after both were gone, Robb, Jr. held other patents near William Elks. Most conceivably, it was either the
original Davis’ Patent containing the extensive oyster-shell midden, later Robb’s, or his own 1755 land grant
of 420 acres that was rightfully perceived as the “Incrochment uppone the Indian Lands,” which Robb
strenuously denied. As a result of this dispute, we become aware of the bleak condition of the remaining
Hatteras Indian line and we further learn Thom Elks was an Indian who was “but a Son in Law to the Lady

King Elks desesed and part of the Maromosceat Line of Indians for the tru Line of the Hatteras Indians are
most dead.”

If not an Indian, then who was Tom King? There existed a more probable, but circumstantial and albeit
inconclusive, explanation. It too bordered on the murky past of the island’s history, as alluded to before,
during the late 1600's preceding Lawson’s visit to Old Indian Town the following century. Thomas King, an
immigrant, arrived in America prior to 1663 as one of twenty-nine head rights transported to Virginia for Col.
Edmond Scarburgh of Accomack County on Virginia’s Eastern Shore, Scarborough being another historical
family having extensive connections to Cape Hatteras.
After a short stay, King made a second journey to America for William Moseley of the south side of Virginia’s
Rappahannock River. This pattern of dual voyages was repeated by one Thomas King in the 1690's, once
again early enough to get to Croatoan before John Lawson, William Reed, Patrick Callihan, Henry Davis or
John O’Neal. While, most likely, it will never be determined if all four journeys were made by the same
person, evidence found in the Colonial Records of North Carolina proved one such individual was already in
Carolina by June of 1680 where he surfaced as a petition signer along with twenty-eight other loyal subjects
seeking relief “from the violence and Rapine of such Riotous disorderly persons ,” described as rebels
requiring attention from the king.
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Years later, Thomas King found himself on the other side of jurisprudence when he was

“Indited for feloniously stealing sevell Goods from Mrs Diana ffoster and others” in early August of 1694,
which was possibly coincidental to the second set of tandem voyages sailed by a Thomas King between
Europe and America. Also of interest, one of the jurors impaneled for that particular session of the grand jury
was Christopher Butler, one of several land holders in Chicamacomico whose deed histories date from the
early 1700's. In February of 1695, it was recorded that King was

“out of this County that he ye said King is escaped and gone to places to ye
plaintiff unknowne whereby he is deprived of all just means of recovering
his sd debt and is Damnified ye sum of fifteen pounds”.
Soon thereafter, John Mann, patriarch of Manns Harbor, was questioned concerning charges stemming from
suspicion of harboring the fugitive Thomas King, but Mann denied offering either aid or refuge to King, who
remained at large. Perhaps crucial to the naming of Tom King’s Creek was the whereabouts of the elusive Mr.
King. Was he the Thomas King busy traversing the North Atlantic on multiple voyages concurrent to his
disappearance? Still, another tantalizing fact needed to be probed.
Today’s Manns Harbor is found along Croatan Sound’s western shore and was likewise called Croatan in
1694, which was remarkably similar to Croatoan in both its spelling and its pronunciation, especially when
spoken in a native ‘dialect’. While King was missing and being sought northwards in Croatan, was he actually
hiding out southward with the people of Croatoan? The mind set of the population on the island at that time
most certainly would have found favor with someone in his situation and King could easily have avoided
apprehension there and subsisted, like the “Swamp Fox” (Francis Marion) and his militia would later do
while thwarting the British in the robust swamps of South Carolina. Did Thomas King employ one of the
oldest tricks used by fugitives on the run . . . say you are headed one way, then fleeing in the opposite
direction? Did he successfully avoid apprehension because of the similarities between the names Croatoan
and Croatan?
King was eventually acquitted of his legal problems. So, was Tom King’s Creek possibly named to honor his
successful flight from the King’s dominion whilst committing a small poke in the royal eye? Was King
employed by Scarburgh and simply worked from the same creek area, like Tom Fisher did in Chicamacomico,
or was similarly done at Henry Clark’s Landing in Trent, as opposed to the plantation owned waterways such
as Thomas Spencer’s Creek in northern Avon, Thomas Askin’s Creek in lower Kinnakeet, or William
Howard’s Creek in Hatteras? While it may never be known for sure, these other considered possibilities are
all more likely explanations than the competing cross-gender ones proffered concerning the naming of Tom
King’s Creek. Furthermore, to suggest Hatteras Island was continually avoided in the 1600's is unreasonable.
The maritime industry was already beginning to come into play by the late 1650's for the Albemarle region
(originally called the Carolina River) and Pamlico Sound’s was soon to begin. Inland ports quickly developed
near burgeoning plantations, each for the purposes of exportation, importation and transportation. To
somehow infer all of the maritime traffic departing from Carolina’s inland ports intentionally avoided Hatteras
Island before Lawson’s visit is more than problematic, it is illogical and unfathomable. Most assuredly, the
piloting of sailing ships through the inlet passages was the earliest reliable profession on the Sandy Banks
and their vantage sites for sighting ships were among the earliest landmarks used in Chicamacomico for
dividing land (e.g., Lookout Cedar, Lookout Cypress, Spy Hill, Flag Hill, Vane’s Pole). Was the latter lookout
post used by the pirate, Charles Vane, who spent several weeks on nearby Ocracoke Island with Blackbeard?
No other connection between Chicamacomico, remotely connected with smuggling, privateering and piracy,
and the surname of Vane has surfaced.
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Christopher Neale, Colonial Surveyor
To settle a contentious property dispute and benevolently assist the few remaining Hatteras Indians,
Colonial Governor Dobbs authorized a provincial surveyor, Christopher Neale, to survey a 200-acre patent for
William Elks. His assignment was to secure Indian Town, thereby helping the tribe retain their identity while
their dwindling numbers could justify it. Later, as the contact period between the two cultures became less
than a faded memory, so too did the precise whereabouts of the Indian Patent. Once lost through time, the
discovery of this conceptual ‘reservation’s’ location was repeatedly thwarted by the lack of a surveyed map. In
contrast, the present study succeeded by focusing on the hidden patent’s metes and bounds from both its
recorded warrant and its neighbors.
This modern exercise benefitted greatly from acknowledging the surveying tactics used for the assigned
parameters of this difficult task, which was to portion by survey at least 200 contiguous acres surrounding
Indian Town without encroaching upon already awarded patents. It also needed to provide accessability from
the contemporaneous approaches (i.e., the Sound, the cart paths and Tom King’s Creek), while deploying a
pattern capable of being surveyed in the swamps (despite a federal Geodetic Survey team’s later excuse
concerning impossibilities encountered there). Lastly, the patent should possess adequate resources to better
facilitate survival for the last of the tribe. This was both a formidable and unenviable task in light of the
requirements and if a wager was ventured from what was learned here, then it might be favorably weighted by
confidently speculating Neale was much more than just a surveyor for the governor. There is also a fair
possibility he was a Freemason.
Still arguable was whether Christopher Neale performed the Indian Patent survey since the map, and his
signature with it has not surfaced. Although many of Neale’s surveys of nearby properties do exist from that
period, which he produced and endorsed (see Figure 5), their sheer numbers alone did not prove he
performed Elk’s survey, either. And, while it was possible another was assigned to Elks, although not very
plausible, that likelihood was still not conclusive proof. However, an unreported fact strengthened the case for
Neale because he was also simultaneously acquiring property there for himself, as he had previously done
with other surveys throughout the Pamlico basin. But, as much as one desires the actions of their ancestors to
be seen in admirable ways, it appeared Neale’s interests came first, “and the rest of the Hatteras Indians”
followed afterward.
Acquiring a patent on the island in the late 1750's was a tedious and expensive undertaking. Both the
multiple steps of the process and the distances navigated around shoals and shallow waters contributed to the
lengthy interval of time occurring between applying for and receiving a royal grant. This usually spanned at
least a year while some took decades. For Elks’ grant, more than two and a half years elapsed between Job
Carr’s letter and the warrant signed by the Governor. There was no ferry to catch or bridge over an inlet to aid
departures then and unless one owned a vessel, the passage had to be arranged to leave the island. So, as with
similar instances, insight was acquired here from simply the date on a document. For this recording, the
difference of just a single day’s passing spoke clearly about the circumstances in play. After finishing his
fieldwork in the swamps and marshes of Trent Woods, Neale embarked for points south to complete Governor
Dobbs’ assignment. Admittedly, I knew not if his destination was New Bern, Wilmington, or any other
provincial port of North Carolina, so it will be left to others to add that part of the story. The germane
information gained here was that travel to any such destination was typically more than a single day’s journey.
Perhaps Neale finished his surveying calculations while sailing aboard a ship, or even after he arrived,
although none of that was relevant to this discussion. Regardless, he most likely had Elks’ survey with him on
the same voyage to register his survey for recording his own grant.
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Figure 5. - This is an example of one of Neale’s similar surveys from the same period, less than a year after he
and William Elks were granted 200-acre patents. Shown here was a comparable grant of 230 acres awarded to
Henry Black in 1760. The northern extent of the former Chacandepeco Inlet was then called Deep Creek and
from there southwards were The Sea Side Plains, which extended beyond the High Hill Creek near Cape
Creek. John Lawson’s map exhibited none of these features, nor any former passageway representing the
closed inlet. Their lacks of portrayals indicate Lawson never visited the Chacandepeco area, nor the Cape
Creek work sites (contrary to other published conjecture), conceivably because the inlet’s 1674 closing had
impacted the site’s usefulness decades earlier in the prior century.
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On the sixth day of March, in 1759, while Neale received his patent that day the Hatteras Indians did
not. Instead, on that late winter’s day he received a similar 200-acre patent for himself, conveying a land
grant not very far east of Indian Town. Perhaps this patent was payment for his services, but it should be
noted an identical arrangement was conducted for a third, fellow island planter that day, Thomas Stowe. The
following morning, on the seventh day of March the Indian Patent was recorded. Those sequences of events
better ensured Neale and Stowe would escape any unforeseen circumstances surrounding the issuance of the
patent for the Hatteras Indians. For those unfamiliar with the law of holding title to land in North Carolina,
the state is one of the few “pure race” (as in ‘race to the courthouse’) states wherein a first deed recorded
trumps subsequent deeds in competition for the same land, even if the difference is but a day. Presently, the
State’s Registers of Deeds notes the time a document is filed and records it to the minute. Theoretically, all
three entries could have been recorded on the sixth day. If not, then Neale could have received his on the
seventh if a single day’s length of time was insufficient, but those were not the circumstances the calender
grant dates revealed.
As a direct descendant of Neale, I was initially intrigued by how he had made his way in the colonial world
and also because of a 500-acre patent he had received in Chicamacomico, in 1741, which abutted his brother
Thomas’ patent of identical size to his north. It was from researching those two patents and another ancestor’s
plantation close by, Daniel Midyett’s, that I found what my friend, author and genealogist Earl W. O’Neal, Jr.,
had shared with me years before concerning the connection between the Neale and O’Neal family lines – that
they were closer to each other than one might normally suspect. Much earlier in his life, Mr. Earl (as I
respectfully addressed him) came across an intriguing explanation, but he could never confirm what he had
been told by a fellow historical researcher. While perhaps other enlightened genealogists have always known
the significance, the actual reason why was not shared with my acquainted friends in Earl O’Neal’s local
circle of genealogists, although O’Neal was generally interpreted to mean “of Neale,” or grandson.
To Mr. Earl, the surname O’Neal was simply the equivalent of Neale, Junior and in this instance, it proved he
was correct. Although his failing vision would not allow him to examine the documents found late in his life, it
was a pleasant journey to Greenville to see him and, while there in South Carolina, share what he had
suspected long before we met in 1996. Already aware we were of distant relation as far back as Christopher
O’Neal’s time, it was especially rewarding to learn of this obscure common branch of our family trees. In a
Chicamacomico land grant for our shared ancestor, Christopher O’Neal, it was discovered his new patent was
adjacent to, and west of Christopher Neale’s earlier mentioned one. It also identified the latter patent as his
father’s! Christopher O’Neal was eventually known as Christopher O’Neal, Sr. after he named his son
Christopher O’Neal, Jr., who later became a planter as his father had before. From outward appearances, it
seemed to buoy Mr. Earl’s spirits very late in his life after being informed his information had been accurate
all along, though honestly, he was a man of much wisdom whose keen intellect was in rare need of
affirmation.
As a sidebar, John O’Neal, early landowner at Tom King’s Creek and an early agent for the tribe in their times
of need, was quite possibly the son, or grandson, of one John Neale. Perhaps this potential link will contribute
to completing additional connections to the past for novice genealogists and further expose the twined island
histories of Hatteras and Ocracoke Islands. After Mr. Earl’s passing, additional instances were found where
the same naming pattern held true. In like manners, the same individual who had enlightened Mr. Earl had a
similar explanation for the surname prefixes of “Mc” and “Mac.” Sadly, this remained unconfirmed in time to
share documents with a now departed friend. Perhaps a similar favor can be paid forward during another’s
remaining time on this Earth.
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Discussion of the Site

Figure 6. - William Elks’ warrant for 200 acres, “including the old Indian Town,” as transcribed below, was
the original evidence found preserved at the North Carolina Archives in Raleigh which launched the
investigation.

William Elks and the rest of the Hatteras Indians 200 Currituck
including the old Indian Town begng at a forked live oak stump at the
East End of the Town runing N o 33 Wt 16 poles to a stake on the Sound Side then along the Sound
Side 150 poles to the Mouth of Kings Creek then along the Sound Side 86 pole to a bunch of
Permetoes Joseph Maskues corner then wth his line S o 37 Et 160 pole then N o 71 Et 220 pole & from
thence to the beginning Dated 7th March 1759
Arthur Dobbs
Reminiscent of an assigned math word-problem, the quest for Old Indian Town began. But, with
clues about “a bunch of permetoes” growing somewhere in the Palmetto Swamp, an expired oak tree and the
mouth of an obscure creek, there was small cause for any enthusiasm generated from only a few incomplete
measurements and some oddball compass bearings. Upon first impression, the outlook was not very promising
and, more concerned with other projects at hand, boxes of records were tucked away for safekeeping and
future endeavors. Years later, the investigation’s future arrived in January of 2017. Once a methodology was
developed to handle the volume of court record data compiled, a systematic plan of attack was forged, and
progress was rapidly made, sometimes too fast for timely assimilation. Nevertheless, upon closer examination,
it was noticed the above entry suggested an irregular, hexagonally-shaped polygon where all measurements
and angles differed from each other. This further complicated the situation, but the quirky compass bearings
and the short sixteen-pole length of the same surveyed call stood out and warranted immediate attention, so
they were promptly singled out and set aside for more thorough inspection.
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Insightfully, only after having read past the first call of sixteen poles to the distant fifth leg was it
possible to know whether one proceeded left or right all the way back at the north end of the first call (it was
left), assigned to be Point Beta for this study. As an aid for the unfamiliar, a correctly written modern deed
begins at a ‘first station’ and somehow returns to this initial point, akin to a boomerang, forming a shape of
any number of listed sides, measurements or angles. With older land grants, only two shore side references
were typically recorded and, except for these grants, all descriptions must complete a closed loop, as in “from
thence to the beginning” or as “return to first station,” and correctly list bordering properties. Arcs or shore
lines may also be present and the deed should also describe the course taken and identify significant
landmarks encountered en route. However, early grants with errantly described configurations were
occasionally mistakenly accepted as written. For example, William Reed’s nearby 1712 Grant was recorded
for 502 acres, but could only hold 200 as surveyed, while Henry Davis’ 1716 patent was accepted with an
errant compass bearing line listed for his south leg. Did this mistake figure into Davis’ death at the hands of
his neighbor, Patrick Callihan?
Robert ‘Bob’ Basnett, quite likely another person affiliated with the tribe, applied for a 150-acre grant in
1773. Some of his archived documents received considerable exposure and speculation, but their ensuing
discussions neglected to disclose this particular application was not accepted. A cover sheath for the case, not
exhibited, revealed the entered grant was returned to the courts about a year and a half later, perhaps due to
Joseph Maskue’s adjacent tract (next to William Elks) being listed on the wrong side of the grant request.
Basnett’s patent was finally granted nearly thirty years later when a fifth leg was added to the survey and the
land was halved to seventy-five acres, some of which remains Basnett-held, still today. Was Basnett’s grant
an unknown last-ditch effort to help the tribe?
It would have been troublesome to miss the inferred proximity of Indian Town to the starting point of the land
grant; the forked live oak stump (Point Alpha for this study). Find the stump and the rest would be easy,
except the tree was already dead in 1759. What could remain of any wood left to rot in the ground for more
than 250 years? Quite a lot since it was live oak. In the late 1970's I investigated the ecological succession of
the Creed’s Hill area seaward of Basnett’s land. It was for UNC-Wilmington’s Honors Program for
independent research and was centered on live oaks, where an extinct area of climaxed maritime forest had
reverted to its primary state (sea oats). Littered amongst these shifting dunes of Creed’s Hill were old, silvergrey oak limbs scattered about the area in various depths of burial. Standing over them, like ghostly guardians
captured in twisted poses were more than thirty dead live oak trees as if trapped in a protracted state of selfcontradiction. Most were missing their limbs, cleanly excised by old crosscuts exhibiting no signs of healing.
Nearly all were scantily clad with moss and British Soldier lichens sparsely adorning their aged, weathered
wood that had become severely split from years of exposure to sunshine, rain, and freezing weather.
In 1979, I was able to interview two men who served in the 1930's at the Creed’s Hill Life Saving Station.
Each man recalled sawing some of the oak tree limbs for the station’s kitchen firewood duty. Their station’s
galley was remotely positioned well away in a separate building, a long trek eastward of the station, but close
to my late 1970's study site. When asked what the oaks looked like to them at the time of their service, their
similar reply was the trees were already long dead and looked much like they did then, having not changed
much at all. Later, the research determined the maritime forest in the area had been dramatically impacted
and substantially reduced by way of earlier timbering activities, but the logging episodes on the site were
largely completed by the 1840's. If not removed from its boundary marker position, there should be little
doubt some remnants of the forked live oak stump still exist, rooted somewhere within the ridge at the east
end of the village.
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Figure 7. - Live oaks cut down in the later 1700's at Creed’s Hill. Photograph circa 1979.
A perplexing question there still lingered, Why was the first leg of the Indian Patent so short when
the others were so many times longer? The short answer was habitat diversity interplaying with topography,
which was revealed after a transparent pattern of the patent’s southwestern corner was superimposed upon the
Dare County Tax map. The long answer was the presence of Old Indian Town nearby. For clarity, on Hatteras
Island, the strongest factor for plant species distribution is evidenced by its vertical zonation (height above
the water table, or lens), secondly is its proximity to salt. With such a short distance described from the oak
stump to the northeast corner (Point Beta) near Davis’ salt marsh, it became obvious the stump land marker
referred to a tree that once grew upon the elevated ground. Later, it was recognized that being any farther
north upon it would violate the Henry Davis Patent’s troublesome south line, while much travel in the reverse
compass direction (180 o away) of S 33 o E along the same short segment of Alpha-Beta, promptly landed one
in a bog south of the ridge. There, Elks’ forked live oak stump would most likely have been a cypress stump,
instead, as southern live oak (Quercus virginiana) does not grow in bottomlands or standing water.
Traveling S 80 o W along the Davis Patent’s true south boundary line, the second leg was a distance of 150
poles to the mouth of King’s Creek. This leg also ran not far from a canal mentioned later as the “eight-foot
ditch,” excavated within the Davis Patent. From Davis’ southwest corner (by then Thomas Robb, Jr.’s), it
continued onward, presumably with Henry Clark’s undetermined south line, before finally reaching the creek
mouth (Point Gamma), long since yielded to erosion. From there it was a length of eighty-six poles in distance
to Maskue’s northeast corner and his “bunch of permetoes” (Point Delta), also a location awash in Pamlico
Sound. From this cluster of dwarf palmettos (Sabal minor) southeastward on Maskue’s east line, an obtuse
triangle lending itself for deciphering the patent began to take shape. This configured base triangle
represented the only fixed, calculable geometric shape in the entire Indian Patent and was composed of the
following three segments: Delta - Epsilon (S 37 o E, 160 poles), Epsilon - Zeta ( N 71 o E, 220 poles),
followed by Zeta - Delta (by calculation – see Appendices). The southwest corner angle of 108 o created by
the first two segments mentioned was designated as Eta, a vital clue for geo-rectifying the Indian Patent.
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Henry Clark & Henry Davis
In 1759, Pamlico Sound was northwest of the Indian Patent (William Elks’), and to its north was
Henry Clark’s missing grant, with Henry Davis’ patent to its northeast. At that coastal location, almost
imperceptibly since the peak of the last Ice Age, a rise in sea level has worked in concert with the Sound’s
rhythmic waves to erode the shore side. Relentlessly, this celestial process continues until the arctic ice
sheets attempt to recover . . . and the cycle begins anew. For modern times, my earliest memory of this part of
the island began in 1971 when I started working in the marine construction trade. While certainly an
insufficient length of time to estimate a quarter of a millennium’s effects on the shoreline, it was, nonetheless,
a sufficient amount of time to witness the complete disappearance of vast areas of land on both Brooks Point
and King’s Point. King’s Island has since vanished, too. Compatible to this observation, Henry Davis’ 1716
patent of 320 acres (one-half of a square mile) was configured as a parallelogram, only five degrees off from
being a perfect rectangle. It was exactly a mile in length from north to south and also one-half of a mile wide
along its slightly angled width. More than three centuries later, all of his northern lands have been overtaken
by Pamlico Sound. This is confirmed by surveyed plats and deeds detailing entire sections of Brigand’s Bay
which were successfully platted, but were never developed and have vanished beneath the waves.
Gauging backwards in time going five or six spans of decades as just described, it almost becomes
inconceivable that the northwestern corner of the Indian Patent was now only a couple of a hundred feet
offshore in shallow water where the bottom would reappear during heavy offshore winds or abnormally low
tides. But then, the Indian Patent’s northwestern corner (Point Delta) was “Sound Side,” largely sheltered in
the lee from the erosive northeast winds and not on the shore. The “bunch of permetoes” marking Maskue’s
northeast corner in 1757, later Elks’ northwestern extent, reinforced these assumptions. The creek’s mouth
(Point Gamma) and Maskue’s corner were both lost at sea, the palmettos long since washed away, but the
Patent’s other four points on land survived.
As just described, centrally located on the north side of the patent was Henry Clark’s plantation. Like many of
Hatteras Island’s early landowners, Clark was a planter as was Elks. Consistent with several of the island’s
other planters, Clark held title to patents for which records of issuance continue to escape discovery.
However, one particularly helpful aspect of the missing Clark patent differed from the others’ circumstances;
most of the latter were largely discovered by way of their adjacency to another known grant, sometimes owned
by the same individual. To shed light on this aspect, one may find the earliest known record of someone’s first
recorded grant only to discover the same grant mentioned land where the applicant already held title to
property somewhere next door to his or her holdings (women received royal land grants, too). Consistent with
the loss of many early land records is a story better left for another time. Despite these voids and in contrast
to most others, Clark’s land ownership was only discovered because of his conveyances of several hundred
acres of Trent Woods that have not been traced back to an original grantor.
All this lengthy discussion reads to the point of a fifty-acre tract of Henry Clark’s land that was passed down
many times amongst Clark, O’Neal, and Farrow families for nearly two hundred years until it was sold in the
mid-1950's. Upon this land stands the fabled live oak ‘Cora Tree’ known of myth and legend I first
encountered while helping produce Cape Hatteras High School’s folklore magazine, Sea Chest (1972-74).
However, I didn’t think any of the reported stories were merited then and instead reasoned it was more likely
a marked tree for a former north/south running property line, or simply an early example of island graffiti
having no connection to the name of Croatoan.
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Marked trees were the most prominent and preferred landmarks utilized until the twentieth century
and this one deserves further investigation, beginning with Davis, Clark, and Robb family histories. Presently,
the land harboring this majestic tree (first known to me as the “hanging tree”) can be found represented on a
map recorded in Dare County’s Register of Deeds, drawn for its development into the southern and western
portions of today’s Brigand’s Bay (Figure 9). It was from researching this tract that the mystery of the name
switch for Tom King’s Creek was revealed.
One week before the advent of the summer of 1771, Henry Clark sold fifty acres of land to his son, George
Clark, who soon was to become a successful island planter. His father’s deed described it as “ Joining on End
William Elk line,” This seemingly innocuous phrase was a crucial component since, less than a year
beforehand, Elks had bartered away the entire western portion of the Indian Patent (100 acres) for “ One
Ships Boat Fitted & Rigged Completely. ” Boatbuilder and planter Isaac Farrow, Sr. was the new owner, and it
was his tract’s west line that extended exactly one-half mile distant into the woods (here called Point Epsilon)
from “the bunch of permetoes” on a compass bearing of S 37 o E, a bearing strikingly different in direction
from most others in the general vicinity. Presumably, Elks retained possession of Old Indian Town after the
first two land sales. But where along the shore could Elks safely moor his new ship’s boat except for King’s
Creek, whose mouth he no longer controlled? Still in existence are two excavated canals cut through Clark’s
marsh, both which terminate at the Sound side base of a forested ridge on the Indian Patent’s north line and
which communicate with the eight-foot ditch that connects westward to open water. As part of their
agreement, did Clark’s purchase entitle Elks to safely moor his new boat within those canals?
Unlike Elks’ common border, Joseph Maskue’s preceding 1757 Patent boundary continued southeasterly
toward the ocean, another important clue used for locating the Indian Patent. Proper placement of the western
Indian Patent boundary was assisted by the remaining segment of Maskue’s east line running beyond Elks’
land toward the sea. In a 1807 deed, conveyed by Robert Basnett’s heirs to Elexander Scarborough, the
tract’s western region was discussed. His deed read:
“Beginning at William Whidbee line about 22 chains to a pine Maskue’s

corner thence with his line N 45 o W about 18 ½ chain to the Indian
Patent then N 70 o E about 16 chains to Taylor Halls [Holt’s] line . . .”.

Here, Maskue’s east property line was recorded as 45 o (northwest), but the nearly illegible warrant copy read
37 o , likely causing competing interpretations to manifest themselves later. In the course of events tracing
multiple conveyances of ownership for this land with its confused border, what began with a 37 o bearing was
sold here with an incorrect course, which somehow reverted back to its correct survey bearing in later deeds.
Interestingly, this third compass bearing variation was confusingly offered for the Indian Patent’s disputed
south line. Actually, when mapping the calls out, it did not specifically indicate it ran with the Indian line to
Taylor Hall’s [Holt’s], but instead inferred meeting the Indian Patent at its southwest corner before
proceeding eastward to the next station. Unfortunately, this would have produced a minuscule, single degree’s
sliver of pie-shaped swamp, potentially contested between Elexander (also possibly of Native American
Indian heritage) and Elks. But, for purposes of discovering the Indian Patent’s location, the slightly
conflicting compass bearings were not of material importance. As for criticism of the results achieved from
Eta’s selectively placed position at Point Epsilon, achieved by measurement from a now undefined spot in the
Sound, recognize there was a stated difference of “about 18 ½ chain” between Elks’ southwest corner and
Maskue’s southeast corner (designated Point Omega) and that was ‘about’ what matched the Dare County Tax
map boundaries in the back swamps of Trent Woods.
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Incidentally, Maskue was sometimes mistakenly referred to as Mashue due to the closeness in lowercase form between a scripted “h” and that of the letter “k.” It was also mistaken as Mashoe by some
historians and genealogists, still yet another surname. Other deed entries bearing Maskue’s surname were
spelled with a ‘q’, thus confirming the correct pronunciation of that bit of his last name, leaving a question
behind; was the surname pronounced with two syllables or one? Was his last name uttered as Mas-key, or
simply as Mask? Maskue’s 1757 Patent also serves as a convenient benchmark on the time line of Hatteras
Indian history. Two years before Maskue was awarded his patent Robb was granted his 420 acres. Four years
later, the Hatteras Indians received theirs. A scant two years hence, in 1761, Rev. Alexander Stewart
returned to the settlement at Attamuskeet on the mainland to baptize more of the local Indians who were
assembled there by his direction from a prior visit. From Stewart’s time amongst the tribal remnants, he
offered an enlightening assessment concerning the vanishing indigenous peoples; “ . . . the remains of the
Attamuskeet, Roanoke and Hatteras Indians, live mostly upon the coast, mixed with white inhabitants . . . ”.
Contemporaneous deeds confirmed Henry Clark was both a planter and the father of George Clark, who
provided a grandson named Henry, too. Another family member also owned land nearby, John Clark, Esq., a
planter owning several plantations throughout the eastern part of the state, and later, one next to the Indian
Patent. Because of their identical surnames, their property adjacencies, and the number of transactions from
one Clark to another near Indian Town, it seems reasonable the Clarks were all closely related and were also
keenly aware of the tribe’s precarious condition.
Four years after the Hatteras Indians were awarded their grant, in 1763, Henry purchased the eastern quarter
of Christopher Neale’s 200 acres; previously obtained by the grant the latter received the day before the
Indian Patent was recorded. Although Henry’s earliest acquisitions remain undiscovered, as discussed, he
began selling off his holdings in 1771. This was when he sold the land bordered by the Indian Patent’s east
side to his son. Within a month’s passing William Elks was releasing more of the Indian Patent. With George
Clark then on his eastern flank, Elks parted with the east side of the patent (minus the first leg of 16 poles) a
year after bartering away the entire 100 western acres to Isaac Farrow, Sr. However, the second sale was for
“the sum of fifty pounds proclamation money.” Most significantly, this deed’s run stopped only 264 feet away
(the same referenced 16 poles) from Elks’ northeast corner near Davis’ salt marsh. It was not only the
landscape dictating position here. George Clark’s northeast corner was the identical live oak stump found
positioned on Indian Town’s east side (Point Alpha), the same stump in proximity to the eastern approach to
the village. Seen retrospectively, William Elks had wisely and effectively managed to simultaneously protect
both the patent’s defining first station (the iconic, forked live oak stump) and the main access corridor on the
ridge bearing Indian Town (Christopher Ridge for purposes of this study).
Christopher Ridge’s western expanse has continually suffered ‘high-banks’ erosion including where it
terminates just east of the former entrance to Tom King’s Creek, a western approach to the village via the
Sound. Pottery shards, stone points and utensils remained scattered in situ immersed in the water until the
ridge was developed in the early 1970's. The developer’s son recently confided the prior existence of a
concentration of artifacts first collected at the shore side there before heavy equipment began reshaping the
land. Currently, his mother still resides upon the ridge in her home overlooking the view of Pamlico Sound’s
sunset vistas previously seen by the tribe, and possibly those of some anguished colonists who were still
longing to be ‘lost’ no more. Although the Hatteras Indians no longer owned the mouth of Tom King‘s Creek,
having traded it to Isaac Farrow, Sr. the year before, the creek still peacefully meandered through Indian
lands.
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From the ecological succession evidenced in Clark’s part of the maritime forest, George was after the
virgin timber, just as the trees that were destined for the neighboring boatyards were sought before. Upon
these lands were many species of trees; laurel and live oaks, loblolly pines, red cedars, red bays, hollies,
dogwoods (swamp and flowering), ironwoods, wild black cherry, wild plum, persimmon, yaupon, and rattan
near the rushes and cutting sedges. But, of major interest in 1771 were the bald cypress trees used for sailing
vessels, periaugers, barges, and canoes critical for settlement. Now, only a few smaller cypress trees survive,
found below the ridge.
Significant to the research, for the first of several times the fifty-acre tracts on both sides of the Indian
Patent’s eastern boundary were under singular ownership. It was to happen again and again through the
course of the next century and those developments greatly aid the process of following the deed histories of
this important section of the patent’s legacy. Concurrent to those times, George Clark was also looking to
expand his holdings outward. The following year in 1772, his entry was filed for 200 acres adjoining the
Indian Patent’s south boundary – although, its accompanying survey map only represented 171 acres. This
was another example of formerly discussed instances where further investigation was needed. Unfortunately
for Clark, problems with Elks’ compass bearings on the deed to Farrow manifested themselves and interfered
with his grant request.
The Indian Patent’s true compass bearing for the disputed southern boundary was N 71 o E, as documented
by Elks’ warrant signed by Dobbs. However, in this instance, the one digit was later double stroked, which
appeared as an eleven on the following Farrow deed (an impossible situation) and which was also further
mistakenly interpreted as a four, only to be discovered in error many years later. Clark may have realized he
was possibly requesting some of the Indian Patent lands, so he may have tried to circumvent the problem by
venturing a survey line bearing of 73 o to make it more acceptable. If so, that tactic failed, too. Like the
following story of Robert Basnett’s request, which played out less than eight months afterward, both grant
requests were ensnared in the continuing boundary conundrum deeply entrenched in the public land records
for Trent Woods. Both also suffered a similar fate of being returned to the following term of court to languish.
Although Basnett finally got his patent, almost thirty years later, it was reconfigured for only half of the land
he initially sought. Not surprisingly, things worked out exceedingly better for Clark. In about a third of the
time Robert required, George obtained his grant and beat him to the finish. Surely, Basnett was most
displeased when Clark received his grant in 1783, just south of the Indian Patent, especially since it was
another eighteen years before he could respond in kind and follow suit. Surprisingly, Clark’s initial entry of
200 acres, previously rejected at 171 acres, was mysteriously doubled in size and recorded with 342 plus
three-fourths of an acre – more than twenty acres beyond half of a square mile. Evidently, George Clark, too,
was aware of the concept of ‘go big or go home’!
As a post script, and also as a glimpse at the practice of selling land (circa 1783), the planters did not sit idly
by. Soon after George was awarded his grant, he sold its entire west end of 200 acres to Thomas Miller, and
from that transaction, another long-standing family of Hatteras Island entered the picture. Earlier, while
George Clark was still trying to get his grant approved, his father sold Major Clark sixty acres next to him.
Was Major possibly an uncle to George? A decade later, in 1793, Henry unloaded the majority of his
remaining holdings (162 acres) to John Clark, once again keeping plantation holdings under their family
shield. Today, most of this land is in the Brigand’s Bay subdivision, minus many acres under Pamlico Sound.
To recap, the Clark families were extremely important individuals for the investigation because of four early
land transactions, the latest being George Clark’s Grant of 1783 for 342.75 acres adjacent to the Indian
Patent’s south line.
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More helpful were the two fifty-acre tracts of land George acquired on both sides of the Indian
Patent’s east line in 1771. Therefore, these were two of four main properties where much of the study was
directed. Rewardingly, those two and the ‘Cora Tree’ tract confirmed earlier findings and helped demonstrate
the Indian Patent was at the same location determined by the project. After George acquired the east side of
the tribal land, he held onto it until his death, when it became his son Henry’s, once again ensuring their
family connection for yet another generation. Finally, in 1806, Henry sold his inherited section southeast of
Indian Town to John Clark to match the holdings north of Elks’ patent. But, by that time the remaining Elks’
land was owned by Nathan Midyett’s family.
Nathan bought all of the Elks sisters’ (Mary and Elizabeth) interests in the Indian Patent in 1788 and then he
retreated from the historical record. Most likely he was Nathan O’Neal Midyett, a great-grandson of Mathew
Midyett (patriarch of today’s Midgett family lines) and also a grandson of Christopher O’Neal, Sr. However,
Elizabeth may have been too young of age to legally convey property at the time. Meanwhile, the venerable
forked live oak stump had almost disappeared as well, having lost its forked trunks. But the omnipresent
stump would defiantly ‘endeavor to persevere.’ The next year in 1807, Henry sold the fifty acres bordering the
Indian Patent to John Clark and the two parcels were reunited once more, together again under the same
owner for the second time. Clark’s possession of the land held fast until 1816 when the tract east of the Indian
Patent left their family for good. That year John divested it by selling it to an individual likely having strong
ties tying him to some of whatever Hatteras Indians were possibly left, potentially having an Indian bloodline
himself. His name was Solomon Creed, for whom Creed’s Hill and its following Life Saving Station were
named after. John’s deed to Solomon was almost a carbon copy of a deed he received nine years earlier from
Henry Clark, including the same sales price of fifty dollars. Both deeds read as follows:

“. . . beginning on the Sound Side on the East Side of the Indian pattant
running with Achsah Clark’s pattant to the back marsh then a direct Coars
to the Sound then with the Sound to the first station to conclude 50 acres . . .”.
They were almost identical, except a small, inconsequential difference had crept into the newer transcription
– for Solomon’s deed did not record “back marsh,” it reported “beach marsh” in its place. Only a subtle
difference, but it illustrates the unreliability of entirely entrusting a single document for representing the
complete circumstances, even though from the verbatim descriptions recorded there was almost zero chance it
was not the identical piece of property conveyed. The last point was crucial when Solomon’s name resurfaced
again, much later in the deed trail as a former owner, thus confirming the discussion had correctly remained
on the same tract of land. As mentioned before, it bordered the Indian Patent’s east side. Solomon held this
land for fifteen years and sold the same fifty acres, in 1831, to Henry O’Neal, Christopher Neal’s greatgrandson. Creed too, used a deed much like the one he received. In fact, the description was nearly identical
– right down to the misspelled word “pattant.” Only by then, the marsh had reverted back to its original
description. Also, during the interim between Creed buying the land and him selling it later, the deed
reflected another change. When the leg of the patent left the marsh, instead of running “a direct Coars to the
Sound” as O’Neal’s deed read before, what followed after “pattant” was

. . . to the back marsh then a Nor Eastly [closer to North than Northeast]
Course to Henry O’Neals line then with his line to the Sound then with
the Sound to the first station . . . .
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Notably, O’Neal had purchased the “Cora Tree” tract from John Clark six years earlier giving him the
land to the north of the original Indian Patent, extending southward down its east side for a total of 100
contiguous acres. Although not one square inch of Henry’s land was carved out of the Indian Patent, all of his
land, and several more granted lands nearby certainly would have qualified as ‘Indian land’ prior to 1712.
Perhaps ironically, a parcel of land just beyond the boundaries of the legal Indian Patent of 1759 later led the
way to prove where their vestigial tribal lands ‘belonged’ in the New World. Incidentally, the phrases “ to the
back marsh” and “to the Sound” did not mean the property necessarily extended that far. Confusing too
many, they were actually directions for orienting the courses of land and were not implied to be their
destinations.
As a result, Henry O’Neal then owned both of the bordering tracts while also following the established custom
established before him of not co-mingling the two smaller ones to make a larger ‘whole’. Young Henry’s term
of ownership was but ten years when, in 1841, the term Indian Patent still stubbornly appeared (and again in
1848) owing to the parcel of land’s deed description being repeated once more without notable change.
Edmund O’Neal was the next owner and he was obviously related to Henry, not only because of like surnames
but also due to him only giving Henry ten dollars for the fifty acres. Also explaining the land’s devalued state
was that Croatoan was in the throes of an aggressive ecological disaster by the 1840's. Purchasable real estate
during this period, generally restricted to family ties, became less valuable once denuded of resources.
Too many acres of the island had been cleared from timbering and farming practices which depleted the
natural topsoil and eventually exposed the underlying, infertile sandy soils incapable of firmly staying in
place. The epic hurricane of 1846 arrived the same decade and added serious insult to an already disabling
injury. Towering sand waves developed and slowly traveled southwesterly across the island which fused into
elevated hummocks (natural sand dunes) exceeding fifty-five feet above sea level. Perhaps as a symptom of a
system overcome by overburden, like sediment ripples formed in some streambed, these events created
parallel ridges, always steeper on their northern faces, which have been improperly termed ‘ancient relic
dune ridges’. They are not ancient, but historic remnants from the island’s plantation era, instead. This
controversial view is consistently supported by the subterranean, relic forest floors found under the winddriven ridges. Embedded within them are manmade artifacts such as glass, ceramics, handmade bricks, and
square iron spikes, which I have recovered throughout the decades of my occupation. The scallop-shell
midden excavated at the site near Cape Creek was similar in nature and much of its current height was
assembled after the work site was abandoned and surrendered to the elements.
By the 1840's, it was a moot point for any surviving Hatteras Indians since most of the members of the
remaining tribes east of the Mississippi River had been forcefully expatriated to the Great Plains by the late
1830's. This abhorrent action began in the winter of 1831 when the Choctaw Nation was threatened with an
invasion by military action from orders given to the US Army. Much later, it was officially completed at the
end of the Cherokee’s Trail of Tears debacle in the winter of 1839, resulting in the tragedy of more than 4,000
needless deaths – each death a stain on America’s legacy and honor. After the forced expulsions of the
Carolina Indians, any remaining natives of Croatoan would have been shrewd to suppress their Native
American heritage by assimilating into the new emergent, receptive society on the relatively remote island.
This would have occurred whenever possible and wherever allowed, as a practical means to survive. Under
the legislation created at the behest of President Andrew Jackson, and its oppressive policies that were
continued by President Martin Van Buren, the Indian Removal Act of 1830 conceivably placed any islanders
of mixed blood of any proportion in jeopardy of similar backhanded treatment.
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Figure 8. - Dare County Tax Map (2017) mosaic assembled for fast-tracking property dimensions, parcel
placement, and expediting the search for Indian Town. Dawn Farrow Taylor (on the left) and Jenny Farrow
Creech were both with the Hatteras Island Genealogical & Historic Preservation Society.
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A Live Oak on a Hill near a Pasture’s Corner
Beginning with William Elks and the Hatteras Indians in 1770, the resultant pathways for the
divided tracts of the Indian Patent diverged down interconnecting corridors of history and all became
possibilities of discovery for the denouement of the Hatteras Indians’ story. Like drops of ink in water, a cast
of both individuals and family names entered the story; each one diminishing the influence of the tribe until
Mary Elks surrendered all further claim to Indian Town in 1788. It would follow then, that after that date the
natives were no longer a distinct community. The tribe had been decimated from pressures on their ways of
life coupled with their ensuing adoptions of foreign lifestyles, from warfare, from amalgamation with inland
tribes, and from European-borne diseases which all extracted a heavy toll on their society. In concert, the
same actions plunged their numbers below a sustainable threshold . . . and the tribe was no more. Without
involving the 1790 census records in great detail, it was apparent some of the Indians were quartered in
homes in eastern Trent. Respectfully, on the island today more than a few families reportedly have the
aboriginal natives in their lineage, mine included. It is a source of pride with some connected to the island,
but something to be rejected, forgotten, or denied by others. Notwithstanding, there would be little history left
to tell without involving those of the Basnett, Farrow, Clark, O’Neal, Midyett, Scarborough, Jennett, Dring,
Miller, Williams, Taylor, Brachum, Holt, and Creed families.
To better follow the legacy of the Indian Patent and their bordering lands, their deed histories can be placed
into several groups – four within the patent, and others that were adjacent to it. Since the main objective was
to locate Indian Town, and not to tell the complete history of land exchanges, brevity here should be
understood. Inside the patent were the two Farrow sons on the west. They took divergent paths due to son
Isaac, Jr.’s untimely death, which produced a chain of title involving the Quidley, Williams, and Jennett
families. Landowners just beyond the east side of the Indian grant were, in order, Clark, Creed, O’Neal, and
Farrow families, while initially beyond the far west was the Joseph Maskue Patent. This last patent defined
the range of the Indian Patent, but helped not with locating the village. Its secondary owners were of the Price
family, then William O’Neal (the first to subdivide the 300-acre plantation), and finishing with the Austins.
On the east side of the patent was found the Clark family land, later the O’Neals, and ending with the
Farrows. To the northeast was Davis’, later Robb’s, followed by Brooks’ and, once again, the Farrows. But, it
was the last cluster of properties that was most useful for locating the sought for grounds.
The worst part of comprehending the significance of the next passage was at the beginning, but it became a
leisurely exercise after placing the northeastern boundary survey in play. One must note the dogged repetition
of a long phrase, shown below, which conclusively showed the discussion always remained on the same
parcel. Also, having a handy surveyor’s map to guide one through the labyrinth helps, too (Figure 9). Below
was Henry O’Neal’s 1825 rambling deed description, too long to say with a single breath, which pulled the
vague references from the shadows of times past.

Beginning at a cedar post binding on Saml Farrows line then Southwardly
to Solomon Creeds line then with Creeds line until a North course will hit
a marked liveoak standing on a hill near the corner of the old pasture then
north to the marsh then with the marsh to the eight foot ditch then down
the ditch to the sound then down the marsh various courses to a narrow
place on kings point then a cross the point to the creek then up the creek to
a ditch then up the ditch to the head therof then up the edge of the marsh
to the beginning to conclude fifty acres of land.
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Figure 9. - Urias O’Neal Estate’s map (1954). The short 257-foot leg on the lower right ‘pan handle’ was
adjacent to the land found on the east side of the Indian Patent, earlier described as the parcel formerly
owned by Solomon Creed (1816 - 1831). Creed, who bought it from John Clark, later resold it to Henry
O’Neal, and from him it went to Edmund O’Neal in 1841. All three deeds agreed the sold land was east of the
Indian Patent. Although, repetitive template deeds perpetuated the mistaken assignment of Tom King’s Creek
until at least the 1960's, no such named waterway has appeared on any map. The 1872 map properly labeled
both points, but left the waterway between the two peninsulas nameless. It was shown above as “Brooks
Creek” in 1954, and likewise for the 1950 Geodetic Survey (Figure 10). Also noteworthy, were the eight-foot
ditch and the surrounding acreage of Christopher B. Farrow (deceased).
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Pertinent to the arduous investigation ahead were the following facts from Henry O’Neal’s deed:
1. By 1825, the Farrows had reentered the picture on the opposite side of the patent from
Isaac Farrow Sr.’s 100 bartered acres (later split between sons Isaac, Jr. & Abraham).
2. Solomon Creed’s property was adjacent to and south of, the discussed deed.
Solomon also owned another fifty acres westward, which he evenly divided for his
daughter Sally and his son Dennis.
3. There was a marked live oak growing on a hill near a pasture’s corner south of a marsh.
4. Within that marsh was the eight-foot ditch (its earliest reference) leading to the Sound.
5. The narrow spot on Kings Point was referenced. By 1872 it had become an island and had all
but disappeared by the 1980s, and has since washed away. This supported the observation of
much acreage lost beneath the waves.
6. Most important, the creek alongside of Kings Pt. (also shown below as Brooks Creek) is
unnamed and Tom King’s Creek was still in the same streambed surveyed in 1872.
7. There was a second unidentified ditch which communicated with the unnamed creek and
drained a marsh, effectively isolating Brooks Point into an island.
8. The last leg ran south, along the marsh to the first station (a cedar post).

Figure 10. - USGS map enlargement, 1950. Here the waterway between Kings Pt. and Brooks Pt. was named
Brooks Creek, though another surveyor’s map referred to it as Clark’s Creek in 1954. Brooks Ditch, dug for
corralling cattle, was shown with its jagged route leading from near the head of the creek northeastwardly to
the Sound.
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Two years after the massive hurricane of 1846 carved out Oregon Inlet, reopened Hatteras Inlet and
cleaved Chicamacomico with yet a third (Loggerhead Inlet), Henry O’Neal sold the complete tract to a
namesake of one of Isaac Farrow, Sr.’s five sons, Abraham. It was this Abraham who first received the middle
fifty acres of land taken from the west portion of the Indian Patent and by deed description, this included the
mouth of King’s Creek. Abraham’s half of Isaac, Sr.’s bartered land was between the first western partitions of
the patent (Isaac, Jr.’s) and the Indian Patent’s remaining land sold by Mary and Elizabeth Elks to Nathan
Midyett five years later. But it was the younger Abraham of the family, Abraham C. (the son of Christopher
Cross Farrow), who bought the ‘Cora Tree’ tract from Henry soon after the island altering hurricane. He was
also chiefly responsible for consolidating much of the countryside, including William Elks’ former lands, into
a single plantation enterprise.
From one tangible perspective, Abraham C.’s generation marked an era when the carved markers (hewn from
red cedar) were supplanted by grave markers chiseled in marble. Cedar ‘headstones’ were once found in all of
the oldest cemeteries, only to gradually give ground to the more prevalent types of stone in use today. Lacking
any exposed rock outcrops on the coast (except for coquina), in earlier times marble and granite were not
readily available and the most suitable substitutes from the island were the prolific, rot-resistant red cedars.
Although live oak was superior in durability, its extreme hardness and sun-splitting characteristics made red
cedar (which is actually a juniper) the preferred material of choice, by default. Few wooden markers have
survived and those are largely illegible. Understandably, others are concealed, buried beneath the ground.
Sadly, some fell victim to uncompromising greed or an unwillingness to incur the cost of exhuming the
abandoned grave sites and properly relocating them where warranted. Not surprisingly, instances existed
where properties were sold to unsuspecting buyers by not disclosing sellers in more recent times.
Experiencing several surprises, I have walked away from those jobs totally uncompensated from work left
unfinished because of landowners not seeking to remedy the situation to avoid costly delays. The economics
and consequences involved were easily understood, but I adamantly insisted not to be a willing participant
(not wanting any further burdens on my conscience since those events were burdensome enough).
Disturbingly, I have also witnessed human remains dismissed as “only Indian” by new owners who, at best,
feigned unconcern with such attempts to trivialize or justify their sordid actions.
The creation of the National Seashore also contributed to the desecration of graves and, likewise, to the
damage of shipwrecks when bulldozers haphazardly pushed sand into miles of manmade dunes. In Frisco
Woods, park personnel charged with the task of creating much-needed firebreaks severely damaged a
graveyard there. After their actions were discovered, they paused from these endeavors. But they returned in
later years and additional harm was caused. I was notified by a Farrow member to intercede with the USNPS
and to help end these careless practices that border on maliciousness due to their repetitive efforts, but am
not naive enough to think the Park will protect them. The destruction of the purported U.S.S. Monitor
crewmen’s grave site for the construction of the Buxton Nature Trail in the early 1960's was another incident.
Also, not far from Christopher Ridge on former Indian Patent lands, was a degraded grave next to Civil War
veteran Ivey O’Neal, which was leveled and destroyed during installation of a new roadbed for the county’s
well water system there.
As a sidebar, I have no suggestion or idea where the oldest stone grave markers on the island were placed, nor
how old they might be, since many have surrendered to the relentless onslaught of approaching shorelines or
have been concealed beneath drifted sands. But, in the Midgett Family Cemetery at Chicamacomico, Thomas
Paine, Jr., whose previously mentioned father acquired their property through a grant in the 1730's, was laid
beneath a stone that recorded his death in 1801.
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Figure 11. - Chicamacomico’s Burying Ground. Notice the storm swept ground of stubble from the aftermath
of the Great, or San Ciriaco Hurricane of 1899. Also shown was a man leaning on a red cedar grave marker
whose base was severely rotted and eroded away. The presence of spindly posts seen used as markers warn of
later missing grave sites scattered about the island, unbeknownst to future property buyers. (Outer Banks
History Center, NC Archives).
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Figure 12. - Dailey Cemetery, 1997. Upper Left: A cedar grave marker for Christiana Jennett Barnett
Williams, wife of Nasa Williams, standing in contrast to his marble headstone shown in the upper right.
Bottom Right: a smaller, more intricately carved marker of an unknown grave nearby. Bottom Left: Lightning
whelks perched upon the headstone of Jane and Richard Dailey. It was Richard Dailey who first intercepted
the R.M.S. Titanic’s SOS distress message. He promptly wired it to his superiors and was rebuked during the
sinking, accused of being inebriated and curtly told Titanic was unsinkable and to stay off of the line. An
apology for their inaction was given post-disaster, far too late after the incident to help save any additional
lives lost in the maritime tragedy.
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Three Christophers, Two Abrahams & a Pharoah
In past times, not all households could shoulder the expense of a chiseled stone or a hand-crafted,
red cedar grave marker. Occasionally, during an exploratory visit to an abandoned graveyard, the somber
circumstance of encountering a shallow depression occurred. There to be found beside more than one
gentleman’s grave, silently bearing as a witness to the hardships a widow later endured alone, was all that
remained to show for a former wife’s life story. For her, no one was left to mourn her passing or prepare her
site for the afterlife – all but forgotten, like the first child born who was a curious result of the best of both
Worlds, Old and New. Occasionally, ballast stones and/or large lightning whelk shells were assembled in
small discrete piles, pressed into service by those who could not provide for a more traditional memorial.
Rarer still, were the same shells placed upon modern headstones erected when better financial situations
granted an edifying replacement. Sometimes the shells remained, as if ethereally attached and still part of a
tribute to a quaint, respectful tradition previously employed. The old practice was mostly responsible for the
custom continuing somewhat on the island today. If found on the ground, one should always return the
displaced shells to their stone perches (for good luck) when they have become dislodged from the
carelessness of others or the mischief of high winds.
Among the most prosperous planters to profit from the land on Hatteras Island was Pharoah Farrow.
Overwhelmingly, his name far surpassed all others listed along the Cape in the grantee/grantor books of
Currituck and Hyde counties, appearing dozens of times in all four sets of records. But, it was not limited to
only the land grants and deeds examined, for his name was often recorded on many of the same counties’
more mundane administrative records, as well. Though he died a generation before Dare County came to be,
his legacy runs rampant through those volumes too. While records do exist of his headstone and of his burial
in Kinnakeet, his marker no longer stands over his resting place. Predictably, neither his longevity nor his
enormous wealth could defy the ravage of time. However, before departing, he fathered several sons, though
Pharoah’s lineage was not entirely known. Perhaps a family Bible still exists somewhere that could provide
the answer to the question.
Locally, some genealogists suspect Pharoah was a son of Isaac, Jr. due to Isaac selling so much of his land to
him. But, from the multitudes of deeds searched, the level of transactions between Isaac, Jr. and Pharoah
appeared unusual for normal business conducted between a father and a son, though the two were very closely
related to each other. Competing efforts placed him as a son to Isaac, Sr., known to have at least four other
sons besides young Isaac. In like kind, Isaac, Sr. gave land to all of his sons, just as Pharoah later gave land
to his, the latter produced from standardized forms disclosing gifts given “for and in consideration of the love
goodwill and affection which I bear towards my loving son .” Judging from his sons’ names, Pharoah was more
likely a grandson to Isaac, Sr., instead, and quite possibly a son of the elder Abraham, the former owner of the
middle acreage of the Indian Patent. Another strong candidate for that same fatherhood role was Christopher
Farrow, another brother of Isaac, Jr. and Abraham’s. Though not conclusive either, one of four sons of
Pharoah was Christopher C. Farrow, most assuredly named in honor of Isaac, Sr.’s son. It was through him by
which another chapter in the story of locating Indian Town unfolded.
In an 1828 Hyde County deed gifting land to his son Christopher (the second of three such names for the
story) Pharoah revealed the young man’s given middle name was Cross, another former surname which
continued to be represented in the Farrow family tree. This Christopher’s generation was also poorly
represented in cemeteries, reflective of the above-discussed era when red cedar markers still prevailed on the
island, but a few of his era rest beneath marble headstones.
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Christopher Cross Farrow also had a son named Abraham, whose grave was just outside the gateway
to the secreted Indian Town, within close proximity to the village upon Christopher Ridge. His tombstone
indicated he was born in 1824 and later departed from life at forty-six, but not before leaving behind a son to
follow in his footsteps. Christopher B. Farrow, still a teenager and the third Christopher in the line, inherited
the lion’s share of the land his father Abraham had worked so hard to acquire in the process of enlarging the
Farrow Plantation operations. Many of the surrounding patent-generated tracts were consolidated by the
Farrows and most in the immediate study area were eventually owned by the industrious Abraham C. Farrow,
a grandson of Pharoah’s.
Revisiting 1770, barely a decade after the Indian Patent was created, Isaac, Sr. received the initial Farrow
holdings of 100 acres from William Elks. Later in 1783, he divided it equally between Abraham (the first of
the two such named) and Isaac, Jr., effectively keeping it in the control of the family. The Farrow family lands
continued to extend outward the following year when Hezekiah Farrow, Jr. inherited the land of Thomas
Robb’s estate, half upon Robb’s demise and the other half after Robb’s wife, Mary, passed. Worth recalling
was Robb’s proximity to Indian Town, whose perceived encroachment upon the Hatteras Indians was
addressed in Captain Job Carr’s 1756 letter to Governor Dobbs. As recounted, this preceding action most
likely precipitated the provincial land grant awarded to “William Elks and the rest of the Hatteras Indians.”
Almost a century after the scripting of Carr’s request for instructions on how to proceed on behalf of the
governor, David W. Farrow sold forty-six acres to Abraham on the east side of Clark’s Creek, just south of
current-day Brooks Point. During his short, busy stewardship, Abraham Farrow continually strived to increase
the acreage of his expanding enterprise with the cooperation of his surrounding neighbors. Discounting the
fifty acres he received from Pharoah and ten more from his extended family, all close by on Kinnakeet Banks,
his Trent purchases revealed where his primary land interests were. It began when he bought twenty-five
acres on the Hatteras Banks from his brother, Christopher Cross Farrow, in 1845. Its deed documented
Abraham’s receipt of his brother’s interest in their father’s southern holdings and from there it grew in
earnest. Barely three years later, Henry O’Neal sold Abraham the fifty acres north and east of the original
Indian Patent and it remained Farrow-held until reverting back to the O’Neal family forty years later in 1888.
The last transaction was for the ‘Cora Tree’ tract (which remained to me the parcel where ‘a live oak tree on
the hill by the corner of the pasture near the eight-foot ditch south of King’s Point’ stood). As a rejoinder, this
tract was adjacent to the Indian Patent’s northeast corner and ran south until it abutted Solomon Creed’s
former land, whose acreage bordered the east side of the Indian land.
Seven years after the ‘Cora Tree’ tract was purchased, Abraham bought the above-mentioned forty-six acres
east of Clark’s Creek, thus effectively giving him the land known as modern-day Brigand’s Bay subdivision.
The next year Polly Farrow Williams (Abraham’s sister?) sold Abraham twenty-five additional acres binding
on Caleb Taylor’s line, another individual suspected of having Hatteras Indians in his lineage. Then, the
following year he received another twenty acres on Gutter Ridge and proceeded to get a large tract for two
hundred acres more the very next day from the same man, Edward F. (Farrow?) O’Neal. Consistent with his
lifelong practices, Abraham began to acquire another forty-two acres the year of his death in what would
become his final purchase. From the dates inscribed on the deed and his tombstone, it appeared the sale was
completed by his estate after his demise. Almost all of the prior transactions became young Christopher’s
after his father’s unforeseen death in 1870. Tragically, upon Christopher’s inheritance at eighteen, his life
was almost halfway over as well.
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Whether it was from the toll of the torturous work, illness, or misfortunate incident, neither Abraham,
nor Christopher B., came close to Pharoah’s longevity. Still, after his father Abraham’s untimely passing,
Christopher worked the family’s plantation lands for two decades. Unfortunately, sorrow soon revisited the
family, striking down Abraham’s son even earlier at the young age of only thirty-eight. The loss of the third
Christopher in the line was only twenty years after the early death of his father, Abraham C. Farrow. However,
shortly before he died, the land was separated once more after young Christopher’s sale of the ‘Cora Tree’
tract in 1888 to the O’Neals. Afterward, the land stayed with the O’Neal family and was largely fallow until its
development began in the 1960's.
Fortunately for the research effort, the next owner of the ‘Cora Tree’ and the first in the twentieth century
possessed a rather unique name; his would not blend into the background and was also a much easier one to
follow than all of the preceding characters with their various permutations of similar names. He was called
Urias O’Neal, and it was his deed from the third Christopher of the line which created the confusion
concerning the position of Tom King’s Creek. I must confess to being initially bewildered myself upon first
reading it, since it upset the ‘order of things’ I had earnestly labored to comprehend. Only after consulting the
geodetic maps in conjunction with pertinent deeds was it understood the path of confusion was blazed by
having a clerical error recorded in the deed, and the error replicated down the chain of title due to all parties
copying the text word for word.
The dates were telling. When Tom King’s Creek flowed as originally surveyed by Neale, in 1759, there was
nothing to debate concerning Indian Town’s location. The creek still flowed in its original position, but for
how long was debatable. For a modern example of proper date application, after losing my father earlier this
year, it fell to me to supply relevant biographical material on G. A. M. ‘Pete’ Covey, myself being the nextoldest of the east coast clans. I knew he was born deep in America’s heartland, not far from the geographical
center of the continental United States; about as far from the oceans of the Atlantic, Pacific, and the Arctic as
a former submariner as he could be. I visited the former Covey homestead in October of 1977 and saw not a
single house anywhere near my father’s birthplace – only his, solitarily standing in abandoned disrepair. So
there was the town of Ragan, Nebraska; population, zero. In discussion with his sister (my Aunt Beverly)
concerning the correct spelling of his birthplace for his obituary, she inquired of the town. Evidently, it was
described as but a rural crossroad in farm country with only a few scattered farms and ranches. So, when did
Ragan as a town cease to be? It was certainly there in 1932 for Peter and Pearl Covey, my paternal
grandparents. But I saw no real sign of it in 1977, since one house makes not a town, despite Google’s
information updated in 2018. Accordingly, whenever semantics are in play shades of grey are best left for the
readers to decipher for themselves.
As for Urias and his worrisome deed, time, as always, had brought change. The names were different, as
expected, but the landmarks were easily recognized as the same fifty acres Henry O’Neal bought of John
Clark in 1825. Notice here the semblance to the rambling passage descriptions from page 32:

. . . a cedar stake standing on the line of C B Farrow’s then running with
said line a southeasterly course to a cedar post on the edge of the front
sedge thence running a westerly course with edge of said sedge until a
north course will strike, or hit a live oak standing on a hill near the
corner of the old pasture. Thence, with C B Farrow’s line until it strikes
the marsh thence with said marsh to the ditch known as the eight-foot
ditch thence with said ditch to the Pamlico Sound, thence with the sound
around King’s Point up the King’s Creek an easterly course . . . .
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This was where seeds of confusion were sown. Written in 1888, the deed was the earliest found
reference of Clark’s Creek (aka Brooks Creek) misidentified as “the King’s Creek.” It had been more than
forty years since the horrendous storm of 1846 and sometime before the 1888 deed was written the creek was
diverted through the fresh marsh, coursing within a new streambed of less resistance and constrained within a
more direct westward passage. That storm event must have realigned the hooked mouth a little straighter,
more efficiently relieving the pressure of the discharged storm surge gushing through the Indian Patent’s
“front sedge.” No doubt, any storms that were powerful enough to breach Hatteras Island with new inlets were
also strong enough to refashion the hook in the flooded creek’s mouth. Whereas before the north creek was
simply “the creek,”afterward it assumed a more royal name. Since the 1872 map charted Tom King’s Creek
in its original location as a continuance of today’s “Indiantown Pond” (near the south face of the ridge),
today’s course must have occurred after the map’s date. The same storm between the years 1872 and 1888
also carried a ship’s mainmast transiting through one of the island’s widest swathes.
The naming error remained undiscovered and uncertainty regarding the creek’s proper name continued until
more modern times. Understandably, Tom King’s Creek was not labeled on any found maps, further obscuring
its history. Clark’s Creek has since reclaimed its rightful spot in the nomenclature, but not without a struggle.
The practice of copying deed passages verbatim as an exercise to avoid undesirable circumstances was
responsible for perpetuating this mistake, instead. Meanwhile, Clark’s Creek masqueraded under King’s
Creek’s assumed identity until at least the 1970's. My understanding of the true situation, obliviously as
everyone else’s, had been masked by the perpetuity of a wrongful name. Alas, at least six more deeds
responsible for further veiling the truth emerged from the deed trail, which were crafted for family members to
consolidate the titles for the future Brigand’s Bay and Indiantown Shores subdivisions. This effort was
spearheaded by Christopher B.’s grandson, Archie Zeliphe Scarborough, who was also responsible for some
material in Sea Chest and who died shortly before I graduated from Cape Hatteras High School in 1974.
Fortunately, Archie had previously acquired his siblings’ interest in their mother’s (Elevy Scarborough)
inheritance of her father’s homestead, which she received in 1910. Today, Archie and Elevy are at rest on
Christopher Ridge in the small family cemetery where Christopher B. and Abraham C. Farrow were buried as
well – the same graveyard fronting the entrance to Indian Town.
The Farrow family has been a well-represented surname from among the earliest on the island and they were
the largest island grant holders, purportedly arriving in their own craft they built in England. Although
Pharoah was the most enterprising of all, adding Thomas, Isaac, John, Elijah, Jacob, Hezekiah, Christopher,
Abraham, and their many namesakes to the line-up and it becomes starkly recognizable as a dynasty
spanning centuries. Reportedly, all of the Farrow lineages can be traced back to Francis Farrow (another
distant ancestor of mine), a shipwright, who was granted much of the once prime land between present-day
Avon and Buxton. Federal lands, like Francis’ former plantations, left to revert back to what existed before
civilization began wreaking havoc upon the environment (especially Bodie Island), will remain impacted for
decades. Marked they will be until they are literally swept away or buried by epic storm deposits, like great
alluvial fans spread out by rivers – or blanketed by drifted Eolian sands.
The plantation era’s earthworks, canal constructions, terrain-leveling, and major ditching were very
noticeable on aerial topographic imagery and when viewed from flights above. Their wide moats were not to
be confused with the narrow, straight ditches dating to early mosquito control efforts dug with special ditching
machines. In contrast, the larger features of perimeter levees and their companion waterways were dug with
slave labor and are still extant and impressive when viewed from overhead.
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Before the Europeans arrived, one would have been challenged to comprehend the bounty collected
from the land, the water, and the sky, in turn, that were inherited by Christopher B. Farrow. Fortuitously, it
was the latter’s initialed name gracing Map Book 2, on Page 60 of the Dare County Register of Deeds which
led to the further deciphering of the mystery of the Indian Town’s location. As another sidebar, the tedious
process of discovery experienced a minor detour caused by an errant interpretation of Abraham’s middle
initial. It was a “C,” as stated, and not the “G” as reported in an otherwise useful and superb volume of
cemetery registries published in 2001. This was responsible for temporarily stalling the research effort due to
initially assuming one more generation existed in the chain of title which had remained unaccounted for.
Upon visiting the Farrow Homestead Cemetery at the east end of Christopher Ridge, to shed light on the
discrepancy, it became understandable for what had transpired considering the condition of the tombstone.
Once more, assumptions could be cast aside upon further inspection.
Central to the investigation, the northeast corner of the parcel containing the cemetery matches Point Beta. Its
marker was the endpoint of a combined line segment for the first and sixth leg which terminated at Point Zeta
(Elks’ southeast corner). Passing directly over the forked live oak stump (Point Alpha, now under a house), its
compass bearing from Point Zeta is N 33 o W. Though not recorded, it perfectly matches the first call bearing
on Elks’ warrant. Was this coincidental? Hardly.

Figure 13. - The Farrow Cemetery was at the extreme eastern end of the Christopher B.
Farrow Homestead on-site at Christopher Ridge. In the upper left and distant background stood the
gravestone of Christopher’s father, Abraham C. Farrow (shown with another smaller marker leaned against it).
Photograph by Dawn F. Taylor
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Figure 14. - The headstone of Abraham C. Farrow, the original owner of the Farrow plantation and the
individual responsible for uniting the surrounding hundreds of acres, including the Indian Patent, near
the Farrow homestead.
Photograph by Dawn F. Taylor
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Figure 15. - Map of the C. B. Farrow Heirs.
This 1955 survey of 370+
acre was from the NPS
boundary north to the tip of
Brooks Point more than 1.75
miles away. It ran from
seaward of the Great Ridge,
beyond both Piney Ridge
and Crooked Ridge, then
crossed “Hatteras H.W.”
Nearby to the intersection of
the “old Road” with NC
Highway 12 was an “old
oak”, and north from the
same oak (now only a rotted
stump) was the mapped
Farrow Cemetery. In similar
fashion, the “old oak’s”
remains lie on a compass
bearing of S 37 o E to Point
Zeta, again an enumerated
match for Elks’ warrant for
his west boundary. Was this
by design? In this instance,
absolutely not. The tree
was anachronistic to Elks’
era and merely grew on the
patent’s line, a common
obstruction for surveyors,
but also a convenient
reference marker for
modern surveys. Urias
O’Neal’s adjoining ‘Cora
Tree’ tract is labeled
and “Brooks Island” is
shown as the range of Brooks
Point south to “Brooks Ditch”.
The current mouth of Tom
King’s Creek was mislabeled
“Wallaces Ditch”, and is not
accurately represented here.
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Beauty in the Math: It All Adds Up
Before the discovery of Elks’ southwest corner’s location on the Dare County Tax map, it was assumed
additional impediments existed for interpreting the size, shape, and extent of the Indian Patent’s boundaries.
Since only one angle of the entire polygon was fixed and known, other data sets must be consulted to pinpoint
the village’s secreted location. Fortunately, enough additional clues exist in varied form. But first, it is
important to comprehend how his two compass bearing lines, uncommon to the island, intersected (as non
similar bearing lines must do) in such a forthright and particularly elegant way. In essence, the frame of
reference used for surveying is a virtual, two-dimensional world where everything exists on the same
geometric plane, as if laying flat on a floor and oriented by the compass directions. The true significance to be
determined is where these two nonparallel lines intersect, like an “X” marks the spot situation. Respectfully,
this is what is being accomplished with surveying and from the recording of grants and deeds, since it is
imperative for an owner or a surveyor to be able to successfully return to where one should find “X’s” true
location.
As a reminder, Point Epsilon represented the southwest corner of the Indian Patent and its compass bearing
line to the sixth station 220 pole away (Point Zeta) was invariably listed as coursing N 71o E (its original &
correct bearing), as N 74o E (a transcription error from Isaac Farrow’s deed), as N 73 o E (an attempt to
arbitrate the difference?), and as N 70 o E (magnetic pole migration?). All four were essentially ‘bastard’
compass bearings, too. Therefore, whichever of the four’s presence occurred on the county’s tax maps would
greatly facilitate the discovery of the sought after patent. Revealingly, the correct bearing of 71 o was wisely
chosen by the initial surveyor for its intrinsic numerical properties. By calculation from the compass bearings,
the angle Eta produced by the surveyor’s choice was of 108 o, the interior angle of a regular pentagon. As a
brief refresher aid from geometry:

the number of degrees in a regular polygon’s interior angle =
where N = the number of equal sides in the polygon.

(N - 2) x 180 o

–––––––––––
N

E.g., a pentagon has 5 sides, therefore (5 - 2) x 180 o divided by 5 yields 108 o.
Not only did this angle’s geometric properties assist in computing the extent of the patent by using algebra,
geometry, and trigonometry, its uniqueness was also a beacon for locating a starting point to begin the search.
It was an exciting moment when the southwest corner of the tract was pinpointed after overlaying a
transparent cutout upon the 2017 Dare County Tax map. It happened on the first try and a cascade of
epiphanies surged forth. The Indian Patent’s whereabouts were close at hand.
As previously mentioned, an often encountered phrase in North Carolina’s grants is “ from thence to the
beginning,” as it was in Elks’ warrant. It was, of course, a vague description and was intelligently reserved for
the last leg, or call, of the survey. When present in the record, it indicated the route of the respective call may
not have been traveled due to an encumbrance of some sort, as it was later for a federal survey team’s
reluctance to explore Trent Woods in the early 1870's. When thoughtfully employed, it was an extremely
valuable tool for overcoming surveying obstacles encountered in the field. As such, it was designed for
completing the hardest survey call of the patent or deed to measure.
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Since this empowering tactic could only be used once in a survey, as a means of last resort, it was
most judiciously chosen after careful consideration of a starting point, or first station. Because it remained the
surveyor’s prerogative to assign all of the patent’s legs, his selections should allow him to accomplish his
mission as expeditiously as possible. In this instance, Neale was forced to accept the existing peculiar
bearing of S 37 o E because it was registered by the surveyor of Joseph Maskue’s Patent. Neale was most
likely assigned that surveying job, too, but only a poorly-read warrant signed by Dobbs has surfaced, sans any
map. At least the shared boundary line extending half of a mile deep into Trent Woods had recently been
cleared for the survey’s chain bearers, two years earlier.
Now, for some light intrigue. While it was appreciable Neale simplified his assignment by using the angle of
an equally sided pentagon as a strategic centerpiece of his attack, why did he select a five-sided shape for an
entry with six calls? Perhaps, here is a good spot to back up just a little bit. When considering regular
polygons only, triangles are awkward and undesirable in the field. Besides, it would have been considerably
too small. Likewise, a square would also have limited Elks’ patent to less than 200 acres, thus disqualifying it
as well, whilst landing its southeast corner in open water, also unacceptable for surveys. For the contours of
the parallel ridges within modern Frisco Woods, a six-sided, or more, polygon-pattern encompassed too much
land ranging eastward, since Indian Town was diametrically positioned by description in the far northeast
quadrant. By elimination, it could only be based on a pentagon’s angle, since nothing else fit the lay of the
land. That was an immediate cause for concern . . . and for a good reason. As once recorded in an obscure
Jimi Hendrix tune about six becoming nine, in this version six had strangely become five. The explanation of
the third ‘bastard’ compass bearing of N 33 o W for the short leg of sixteen poles was thus understandable;
the long sixth leg of no measurement (nor direction) and the short, oriented, first leg located just east of
Indian Town were possibly two very unequal segments of the same line continuum. More precisely, just as
three points indicate one specific line only, Zeta (deep in Trent Woods), Alpha (forked live oak stump) and
Beta (near Davis’ salt marsh) marked the east boundary of “William Elks and the Rest of the Hatteras
Indians” Patent.

Figure 16. - An example of a regular
pentagon; 5 equal sides yielding
5 equal interior angles of 108 o, each. South
skylight of the Chris Garber residence, Wimble
Shores, Waves, NC, 2018.
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Or did the first and last calls line up at all, and if not, was it truly relevant? No single vantage point
on the ground accommodated a possible line of sight for all three locations at once, even if the boundary
could have been represented on paper to sufficiency. It was important to remember there was only one
complete triangle here as described. Fortunately, the lengths of the triangle’s three sides were known; the
diagonal by calculation (309.44 poles). But, the obtuse angle of 108 o (Eta) was the lone angle fixed by
description, albeit from a simple addition problem. In contrast, Points Delta, Gamma, and Beta were ‘hinged’
and theoretically flexible into a multitude of positions.
Incalculable possibilities became insignificant when all such possibilities were correctly eliminated. Here,
the entire realm of position solutions was confined within a zone quantified by the sum length of the two north
legs (86p + 150p = 236p). Maximally extended into a straight line, that scenario would be only 264 feet (16
poles) longer than the patent’s south side length of 3,360 feet (220 poles). In fact, the aerial photography
pictured on the county’s maps revealed such a straight course, or any similar path, would have excluded the
high ground in that quadrant of the patent. The same rationale precluded any concave directed positions
(southward pointing) for those boundaries as well. Those two position ranges were excluded as possible
alternatives since both ranges had withheld all viable ground from the patent, an unworkable and
disqualifying result. The Indian Patent’s second and third legs had to be directed northward in a convex
pattern to reach the mouth of King’s Creek while bypassing the nearly impenetrable, northern, wooded canopy
face of Christopher Ridge fronting Robb’s (formerly Davis’) salt marsh. Neale’s chain bearers avoided this
impediment when they measured along a direct line of sight from Beta to Gamma. Presumably, this was drawn
to ‘capture’ Indian Town’s footprint. Six legs or five, any deleterious impact against the process of discovery
for Indian Town’s site was negligible, since the east/west travel of Alpha-Beta was less than 144 feet.
Also worth exploring, was Neale’s practical strategy of providing scant information regarding the relationship
between legs one and six. Even though it was an acceptable practice, which was craftily employed, it was
obvious Neale knew how the math would work out when he wisely chose Eta to point the way and allow
mathematical construction of the drawn pattern to methodically unfold. Having all missing numbers provided
would have greatly benefitted this modern investigation, but its inclusion would have greatly complicated his
job. Therefore, criticism should be withheld for failing to record all that was understood concerning the
survey’s metes and bound. Although Neale designed it, if added to the plat, the entry would have been
wrongly interpreted as if the three man team had journeyed more than ten times farther into the snake, tick,
and insect-infested pocosin than the mere 264 feet of the east boundary line actually surveyed. In this case,
Neale was both prudent and honest.
On the patent’s eastern flank, only the relative positions between Alpha and Beta were described. This
segment could theoretically ‘slide’ to, or away, from the fixed point Zeta, all while retaining its recorded
compass bearing of N 33 o W, via the survey’s ‘hinged’ points. This also presented a nearly infinite range of
possibilities. Luckily, similar constraints limiting the travel of this leg came into play once more. Here is a
proper place to disclose several logical assumptions made during this search for the Indian Patent. It was
reasonably assumed Indian Town was not floating in water, nor needlessly exposed in an open flood tide
marsh, nor was it haphazardly placed in the swamps. Conceivably, the village must have been elevated on
higher ground above the water table and safely above threatening storm surges. So, from these concepts and
from Indian Town having the forked live oak stump on its eastern side, the lost village’s sequestered position
was revealed. There, under part of a narrow, sandy reforested ridge fronting a salt marsh near the corner of
Pamlico Sound was Croatoan’s forgotten Indian Town. This was where John Lawson’s friendly acquaintances
formerly resided and also, quite possibly, some forsaken colonists in search of refuge in their darkest hour.
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Figure 17. - Indian Patent by Metes and Bounds (1759 – 1788).
Tract A. – William Elks to Isaac Farrow, Sr. (1770) to Isaac Farrow, Jr. (1783).
Tract B. – William Elks to Isaac Farrow, Sr. (1770) to Abraham Farrow (1783).
Tract C. – William Elks to George Clark (1771).
Tract D. – Remaining Indian Patent (1771). Sisters Mary & Elizabeth Elks to
Nathan Midyett (1788).
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Shells Upon the Ground
It was inescapable that I was only a layman volunteer, while David Sutton Phelps was among the best
in his chosen field during his projects on the island. But beforehand, I had yet to see any evidence the
sixteenth century Buxton site was more than a group of native work camps, later occupied by soldiers before
the colonists arrived. Sadly, a young girl’s possibly syphilitic skeleton found buried nearby seemed in place
for that assessment. Besides, anyone standing on that Sound side ridge during a winter’s blow would soon
comprehend why Rocky Rollinson Road was far from the sheltered Indian Town. Most crucial, a suitable
source of fresh water could not be found there, although plentiful sources were underneath nearby ridges
inland. Armed with a background in marine biology, I surmised the site was predominantly used in the winter
when the former nearby inlet still carried seawater. This was evident from the preponderance of bay scallop
shells there, a seasonal stenohaline species, and not sessile oysters (euryhaline). Despite these shared
observations, David discretely considered the Cape Creek site to be Croatoan’s principal village. However,
near the end of his time on the island, he accompanied me to a site on Brooks Point where my family’s
business had installed a set of house pilings, one of several sites I had been imploring him to visit. It was an
oyster-shell midden, acres in size, extending downwards at least four and one-half feet below sea level on its
northwest edge. Upon exiting my pickup, David was stunned. It was a prized moment for me, more precious
than holding the heralded signet ring in my hand earlier retrieved from a scallop midden.
Astonished at seeing the copious piles of old oyster shells strewn all about the ground, the veteran
archaeologist placed both hands upon the sides of his face, holding his head from his temples to his jaw,
nearly mesmerized and almost speechless – as if he had just visited Shangri-la. In his moment of amazement,
David could only offer a short repetitive phrase. “Oh, my! Oh, my!” Again, and again, over and over, like a
broken record. In the short time we spent on the site it became clear to him he should have heeded calls to
explore the area years earlier. There, close at hand, was evidence supporting the close proximity to nearby
Indian Town, the same village visited by John Lawson. Suggestions were made to not bother excavating the
site because of the certainty of what was below the surface, having pumped up shells from down far deeper
than what could reasonably be excavated by hand. Of course, being the professional he was, he could not
resist the temptation to engage the opportunity. But predictably, all that was found was the largest shell
midden David ever saw.
For me, it was a different skill set that achieved success where other searches had experienced mostly
dismay. As a youngster in the Boy Scouts of America, I was taught survival techniques, mapping skills and
hosts of subjects that served me well later in life. A simplistically useful one instilled in me by Scoutmaster
Outten was to try and think as an Indian might when camping in the Pequot forests of Connecticut with Bat
Patrol, our troop’s squad headed by Outten’s youngest son, Billy. Billy was the proud leader of one of the first
American Bat Patrols, in whose footsteps I soon reluctantly followed. More than a novelty, the BSA even went
through the trouble and expense of creating official insignia shoulder patches for our uniforms, a black bat
with unfolded wings spread on a circular, blood-red background . . . seriously. At the time, we were a curious
mix of Navy brats whose fathers were stationed at New London Submarine Base. Our eclectic tastes somehow
combined two popular, though strikingly divergent, adolescent television series of the 1960’s, Batman and
Rat Patrol, into a single entity seeking to be different from the rest. Thus, Bat Patrol was born in an act of
artful compromise. Pardon a distant digression, but those youthful days partly provided a way of problemsolving in the Cape Hatteras maritime forest, and from those experiences, I was easily drawn to and
captivated by a place long rumored to be nearby to a former Hatteras Indian village.
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Modern Frisco’s residential developments of Brigands Bay and its aptly named neighbor, Indiantown
Shores, still offer the essential prerequisites for settlement, as did several other Croatoan locations. But, the
unique attributes of Christopher Ridge and its vicinity are far superior to any of others on the island. I first
began considering the Frisco site as a possible location for the village in the early 1970's, shortly after
reading a fascinating account of a sailing ship that tragically foundered north of Diamond Shoals. After
breaking apart, the ship’s splintered debris was strewn along the beach. Somewhere in the vast annals of
Hatteras shipwreck disasters, there is an account about some of this vessel’s wreckage, in particular, its
prodigious mainmast, washing through the forests of Buxton and Frisco only to eventually emerge into
Pamlico Sound. Both curious and astounded, I inspected the island’s geodetic maps to ascertain how this
remarkable feat could have transpired. The maps revealed the only possible route this bulky, impressivesized wooden structure could have passed through and I immediately realized it was strangely related to
Croatoan’s Indian Town.

Figure 18. - 1950 USGS map enlargement, Frisco. The elongated marshes south of Highway 12 were
east/west aquatic corridors, one of which allowed passage of the broken ship’s mast during a, particularly
violent storm. The mouth of Tom King’s Creek before 1872 was positioned in the slight shoreline notch
immediately to the left of the 26' hill (Christopher Ridge’s western terminus) and to the right of the sparse
shoreline marsh represented due south and directly below “Kings Pt.”.
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When pristine, the same area had resourceful attributes no others on the island approached and the
summation of these factors made the Trent site so advantageous the natives would have been foolish to reject
it. Its most strikingly unique features were two convergent points of land extending northwest, outward into
the Sound. Between these two peninsulas would have been an ideal place to have cordoned into compound
fishing weirs (pictured on the cover – courtesy of the Outer Banks History Center, NC Archives), easily
accessed from the Sound or by way of a small tidal creek (mistaken for Tom King’s Creek) that was sheltered
in the lee from all but the northwest winds. This same creek gently flowed north from the head of the marsh
fringing the base of the ridge supporting Indian Town. Only a little further east upon the same elevated
landform is an area historically known as “Indian Ridge”, most assuredly a part of Indian Town during more
prosperous times prior to the arrival of the English colonists. From many extensive hiking excursions made as
a college student while researching live oaks and the ecological succession of the island’s maritime forest, it
was noticed the village site was conveniently next to all of the major transportation routes traveled on the
lower end of Hatteras Island. Just as all roads were once said to have led to Rome, on Croatoan a nexus of
several trails formed crossroads nearby to Old Indian Town.
Centrally located and protected on forested high ground between the two bountiful inlets of their times,
Chacandepeco and the originally charted Hatteras, the site also provided the only point of direct pedestrian
access to the South Beach and to the maritime ridges of Trent Woods. This included Piney Ridge and the
Great Ridge (the lower island’s spine). To complete the same journey without benefit of the South Trail to the
beach, travel of many miles around Jennette Sedge to the east, or the Great Swamp to the west was
unavoidable. From its ideally strategic location,
access could be gained to the town from
Pamlico Sound, from the previously described
creek, from the ocean side, and from paths
inland including Crooked Ridge. However,
militarily speaking, it was inherently easier to
defend than most other areas of the island, with
its north and south flanks respectively bordered
with wide protective swathes of salt marshes
and palmetto swamps, and the west end
commanding the high ground next to the Sound.
This resulted in the most vulnerable approach
to Indian Town being the east end of
Christopher Ridge, where the forked live oak
stump indicated the way to the village.
Whatever primary defensive forces the tribe
could muster during times of warfare would
require concentration of their warriors across
the narrow ridge there to counter any direct
frontal attack.
Figure 19. - Geodetic Survey map T - 1246,
published 1872 showing Tom King’s Creek
(extreme bottom of map) in its original
historical location, completely bisecting today’s
Indiantown Shores.
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The last of the manuscript was reserved for some dangling loose ends previously left untied. As for
the ship’s mast that somehow remarkably survived the gauntlet encountered in Trent Woods, it floated its way
to the Sound while passing clean through the heart of the Indian Patent, most likely via Tom King’s Creek,
immediately south of the town’s waterborne approach. This quirky event revealed another attribute for the
site’s location. There was an uncharted water route from Cape Creek, below Chacandepeco Inlet, to Indian
Town hidden within the forest. Before the virgin maritime forest was clear-cut by the planters, it was possible
to journey between the island’s centers of activities by water without setting feet on dry land or without
paddling into the Sound. This must have been useful not only for the resources the fresh water creek
provided, but also for waterborne transport on windy days. Prior to the advent of Hatteras Island’s shifting
sand waves, which significantly lowered the creeks’ volume capacities, this inland passage was comparable to
floating down a lazy stream, only better, for here the intermittent, tidal-flow head pressures against the
island’s standing freshwater lens caused this ‘stream’ to reverse its leisurely course four times daily with the
normally predictable rise and fall of the astronomical tides. As such, and also depending upon the weather of
the day, the slight, inland creek currents almost functioned as a gentle treadmill.
By 1860, the first attempt to geodetically survey the lower end of the island was underway. Being a part of a
Southern state, the effort was aborted during the outbreak of the Civil War and the project map (T-790)
remained incomplete until just before its finished version was released in 1872 as the previously exhibited
map (T-1246). Its mission finally accomplished, the end product supported the concept of an inland waterway
connecting the charted course of the original Tom King’s Creek with those of Buxton’s Cape Creek. The map
also unintentionally conveyed a certain surveying team’s reluctance to venture into the sedges and swamps of
Trent Woods’ unmapped regions. Perhaps defensively suggesting that ‘only a fool would dare to go in there’,
was found a small inscription enveloped within an unmapped, significantly larger, elongated shape –
otherwise drawn blank. It candidly offered;

“This pond leads into Cape Hatteras Ponds; it was impossible for me

to get through, as the unsurveyed portion is nothing but swamps and
thick woods.
(signed) C. T. Iardella”

No other region of Hatteras Island was endowed with the physical attributes, or provided the resources to the
island’s first natives as beneficial as the Frisco site – where they had thrived for millennia. Indisputable was
the evidence produced by the presence of the massive oyster-shell middens that are slowly submerging under
the rising sea levels of Pamlico Sound. Allowing no room for sensible debate, it overwhelmingly documents
their former lengthy occupation and their successful inhabitation. Conclusively, the study’s focus on the
Hatteras Indian Patent was correctly centered on target and there within, on Christopher Ridge, is where Old
Indian Town silently waits to be revisited again . . . and have its mysteries revealed.
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Figure 20. - Unknown Jennett (circa?). - This weathered, dark-complected gentleman had noticeably high
cheekbones and sparse, straight hair straying outwards above his prominent ears. His hands were obviously
no stranger to work and it appeared he was perhaps uncomfortable in this setting. Was it from his attire,
awkwardly worn for the occasion, or perhaps unease from the thought his spirit was about to be surrendered
to the contraption facing before him? Regardless, was this elderly gentleman among the last of the Hatteras
Indians?
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Epilogue
Ocracoke Island, March 14, 2018
The principal objective of this investigation was to discern the original metes and bounds of the
Hatteras Indian Patent, and thus greatly expedite the search for Croatoan’s Old Indian Town. While the high
degree of success attained with this project was unforeseen, it was, however, anticipated to a lesser degree.
Remarkably, the long-sought location of Croatoan’s main village has been determined at last and this
represents a quantum leap for the search of the fabled ‘Lost Colony’. Equally important will be the future
documentation of the original culture, whose fate was intertwined with the disappearance of the colonists in
the late 1500's.
From this new development, many possibilities now exist for future investigations and explorations
concerning America’s early history. Hopefully, some of the many current landowners will allow the next steps
to proceed and thus deliver untold answers long sought for centuries. This would be particularly true if
ground penetrating radar (GPR) could be used above the site for locating the subterranean village remains
and its other associated features. If GPR could somehow be deployed from overhead of Christopher Ridge by
manned aircraft, or a satellite, or even perhaps by an advanced drone, then years of work spent searching
could, instead, be accomplished in a relatively short span of time by identifying the placement of buried
features worthy of further investigations (e.g., living quarters, hearths, wells, work stations, ossuaries and
palisades). Once identified and plotted with GPS, excavations could then proceed (upon permission granted).
Quite possibly, this would provide meaningful measures of closure regarding two mutual stories of strife – one
story for the island natives and another for the first English colonists.
Due to Indian Town’s extensive former existence, as evidenced by the massive oyster-shell midden forming
Brooks Point, the Frisco site offers a rare and most definitive opportunity to thoroughly determine a
prehistorical culture’s identity and its interplay with outlying tribal societies. Most definitely, theirs was a
culture that was adversely impacted by the initial English conquest, and later victimized from those
interactions. Folded into and secreted within a reforested Sound side ridge of Trent is a chapter of our
nation’s history in its infancy, and a possible solution to one of America’s oldest historical mysteries. As such,
Indian Town on Croatoan merits consideration for designation as a National Heritage Site – one possibly
worthy of international status to rival Jamestown, Virginia.
From the author’s admittedly subjective perspective, if this body of work yields no additional fruition in his
lifetime, then perhaps a more inquisitive, productive, and deserving generation will eventually follow. For this
individual has come to appreciate our country’s history belongs to us all, and positively no one controls real
estate property in this world forever. We only inherit the right to enjoy what is rightfully ours in our lifetimes,
since the land endures and will truly outlast us one and all. At the very least, future researchers will now
know where to direct their attention and devote their efforts. If not, then perhaps some things are destined to
remain unknown, better left to be and fated to belong to the bye and bye . . . to tantalize and challenge the
curious who are yearning to know more than recorded history affords.

Mel Covey
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Significant Land Transactions of Croatoan’s “Old Indian Towne” Vicinity
Date

Transaction

1712
William Reed Grant
1716
Patrick Callahan Grant
1716
Henry Davis Grant
1716
John O’Neal Grant
1737
John O’Neal to Samuel Stowe
1740
Jacob Farrow to Indian King Charles Squires
1755
Thomas Robb, (Jr.) Grant #158
1757
Joseph Maskue Grant
1759
Christopher Neale Grant
1759
Thomas Stowe Grant
1759
William Elks & rest of Hatteras Indians
1763
Thomas Robb to Stephen Brooks
1768
Thomas Robb to Robert Basnett
1770
William Elks to Isaac Farrow, Sr.
1771
Henry Clark to son George Clark
1771
William Elks to George Clark
1772
George Clark Grant request (returned)
1773
Robert “Bob” Basnett request (returned)
1775
Stephen Brooks Grant #622
1783
Isaac Farrow, Sr. gift to son Isaac, Jr.
1783
Isaac Farrow, Sr. gift to son Abraham
1783
George Clark Grant # 80
1783
George Clark to William Miller
1784
Thomas Robb to Hezekiah Farrow, Jr.
1788
Mary Elks to Nathan Midyett
1790
Isaac Brooks to Christopher O’Neal
1793
Henry Clark to John Clark
1793
John Price to William O’Neal
1797
Christopher O’Neal to Hezekiah Farrow
1798
Elizabeth Quidley to John Quidley
1799/02 Thomas Poole Williams to Lamuel Williams
1801
Major Clark/Achsah Clark Grant #212
1801
Robert Basnett Grant #218
1802/23 Elizabeth Elks to Nathaniel Pinkham
1802
William O’Neal, Jr. to Robert Basnett
1805
John Quidley to William Williams
1806
Henry Clark to John Clark
1806
Isaac Brooks heirs to John Clark
1807
Robert Basnett heirs to Alex. Scarborough
1807
Robert Basnett heirs to Charles Foster
1807
Henry Clark to John Clark
1813
William Williams to Jabez Jennett
1813
William Miller to John Clark
1815
John Clark to Jabez Jennett
1816
John Clark to Solomon Creed
1825
John Clark to Henry O’Neal
1827
Thomas Farrow to Samuel Farrow
1830
Azariah Dring to Abel Rolinson
1831
Solomon Creed to Henry O’Neal
1841
Henry O’Neal to Edmund O’Neal
1848
Henry O’Neal to Abraham Farrow
1852
Hezekiah David Farrow to David W. Farrow
1856
Farrows’ et al to Hezekiah David Farrow
1888
Christopher B. Farrow to Urias O’Neal
1910
R. C. Farrow to Elevy Scarborough

Location
by Cape Hatteras Indian Towns
at the mouth of Tom King’s Creek westward
joining on ye Old Indian Towne
at the mouth of Tom King’s Creek eastward
“ “
“ “ “ “
“
“
cutting sedge marsh to Callis’ Drain
encroaching on Indian lands?
adjacent to & west of later 1759 Indian Pat.
east of Thomas Robb, west of James Wahab
hammock in the “Cutting sedge marsh”
including ye Old Indian Town, east of Maskue
adjacent to Henry Davis Patent
betw. George Clark & Price’s Line (Maskey’s)
entire west end of Indian Patent
joining on end William Elks line
beginning at a forked live oak stump
adjacent to & south of William Elks
”
” ” ” “
”
”
east of Henry Davis, north of William Elk
westernmost end of Indian Patent
east half of Farrow’s Indian Patent
adjacent to & south of William Elks
west end of patent, south of William Elks
Estate to Farrow, Jr.
Mary Elks surrenders rest of Indian Pat.
west end of patent near Robb’s Creek
beginning at head of Robb’s Creek
entire Maskey Patent
near King’s Pt., East of Robb’s Creek
westernmost end of Indian Patent
Indiantown Plantation bequeathed to son
adjacent to & east of Indian Pat.
”
” ”/west ” ”
”
Elks’ remaining interest in the Indian Patent
part of Joseph Maskey Patent
westernmost end of Indian Patent
George Clark’s tract of Indian Patent
adj. To George, John, & Achsah Clark
adjacent to & southwest of Indian Patent
from Maskey’s Patent
on east side of Indian Patent
westernmost end of Indian Patent
from George Clark Pat. adj. to Wm. Elks
adjacent to & west of Henry Davis line
on east side of Indian Patent
adjacent to & north of Indian Patent
mid-section of Brooks Point
westernmost end of Indian Patent
on east side of Indian Patent
” ” ” ” ”
”
adjacent to & north of Indian Patent
mid-section of Brooks Point
Brooks Point to Brooks Ditch
north & east of Indian Patent
Christopher B. Farrow Homestead

Acres
502
200
320
440
440
200
420
300
200
350
200
80
50
100
50
50
200
150
295
50
50
342.75
200
Will
200
100
162
300
100
50
Will
62
75
200
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
46
50
50
50
50
50
25
50
20

Register
NC Arch.
NC Arch.
NC Arch.
NC Arch.
NC Arch.
Curritck.
NC Arch.
NC Arch.
NC Arch.
NC Arch.
NC Arch.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
NC Arch.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
NC Arch.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Hyde
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Curritck.
Hyde
Hyde
Hyde
Hyde
Hyde
Hyde
Hyde
Hyde
Dare
Dare
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1. Calculation for Eta (Indian Patent’s southwest corner)

Eta = (North 37 o W) + (North 71 o E)
Eta =

37 o

+

71 o

Eta = 108 o

2. Calculations for First Warrant Call

sin 33

o

opp
= ––––– = 143.785 ft = 8.714p
264 ft

adj
cos 33 o = ––––– = 221.409 ft = 13.419p
264 ft
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3. Solution for Base Triangle of Patent (Delta - Epsilon - Zeta)

Adj
Psi - Epsilon
Cos 72 = –––– = –––––––––––––
Hyp
Delta - Epsilon
0

o

Psi - Epsilon

Cos 72 = –––––––––––
160 pole

Sin 72

o

=

Opp
Delia - Psi
–––– = –––––––––––––
Hyp
Delta - Epsilon

Sin 72

o

Delta - Psi

= –––––––––
160 pole

(0.3090) X 160 pole = Psi - Epsilon

(O.9511) X 160 pole = Delta - Psi

49.4427 pole = Psi - Epsilon

152.1690 pole = Delta - Psi
59

4. Solution for Diagonal of Base Triangle (Delta - Epsilon - Zeta)

A2 + B2 = C2
(152.169 p)2 + (269.443 p)2 = C2
23,155.405 p2 + 72,599.530 p2 = C2
95,754.935 p2 = C2
309.443 p = C
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5. Solution for Area of Base Triangle (Delta – Epsilon – Zeta)

Area of Base Triangle = Area of (Delta – Epsilon – Zeta)
= Area of (Delta – Psi – Zeta) – Area of (Delta – Psi – Epsilon)
(152.169 p)(269.443 p)
= –––––––––––––––––––
2

–

= 20,500.436 p2 – 3,761.846 p2
Area of Base Triangle = 16,738.59 p2 = 104.616 Acres
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(152.169 p)(49.443 p)
––––––––––––––––––
2

6. Calculation for Angle Theta

Opp
Tan Theta = ––––––– =
Adj

152.169 p
––––––––– = 0.564754
269.443 p

Theta = 29.4558 o ~ 29.46 o

7. Calculation for Angle Iota

Eta + Theta + Iota
108 o+ 29.46 0+ Iota
Iota
Iota

= 180 o
= 180 o
= 180 o – 137.46 o
= 42.54 o
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8. Calculation for Area of Indian Patent

Common line between triangles II and III = X = Sin 50.54o (186.000pole) = 143.605pole
143.605p (309.443p)
Area of Triangles II + III = ––––––––––––––––– = 22,218.781p2 = 138.867 Acres
2
224p (37p)
Area of Triangles IV + V = ––––––––––– = 4,144p2 = 25.900 Acres
2
Patent Area = Area of I + (II + III) + (IV + V) = 104.616A + 138.867A + 25.9008A
~ 269 Acres
The area of the Indian Patent including Thomas King Creek waterway, glades, sedges, swamps and
the open ponds is approximately 269 Acres.
The area of Indian Patent, including creeks, but excluding area of open ponds ~ 260 Acres.
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9. Map of Indian Patent Lands (2014)

10. Metes and Bounds of Indian Patent of 1759
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